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Discover the latest
Gola Active fitness, footwear and apparel collection

at ISPO       
5th – 8th February 2015 Hall B4 Booth 611

www.gola.co.uk

Also previewing styles from the Gola Outdoor & Gola Ativo 5 collections



Increase performance and 
enhance your recovery
The ensō roller increases your performance and 
enhances your recovery by incorporating multi-use 
functionality into its design. By doing away with uniform
pressure, ensō roller provides you with both deep-tissue
and low-impact massage in order to meet your fitness
needs. Unlike any other product, with ensō
you can configure the disc layout
to attack trigger points, and to
effectively engage in Self 
Myofacial Release
(SMFR).

Versatile and customizable
ensō is designed for versatility. It is effective on broad
areas like your back and is equally useful in massaging
smaller isolated muscles with their own complex 
conditions.  With a quick and easy adjustment of the
discs, ensō conforms to all body types and training and
recovery needs.  In addition to the easy positioning
of the discs, you can also push them together or 
individually remove them in order to utilize ensō as
a hand-held massaging device.

Right Track to Muscle Recovery
The roller has been perfected. 
Performance and preparation have a 
partner— the ensō roller. A simple design
that addresses complex ailments, the
patent-pending ens  is the premier roller
on the market and the only roller that is 
completely customizable.

Vivomed
Email: Chris@vivomed.com

Telephone: 028 44617666
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ADRIAN HILL writes for a wide variety of sports publications and websites. Also
contributes to BT Sport’s rugby union coverage.

CRISPIN ANDREWS appears regularly in The Cricketer, Inside Cricket, SPIN and 
Wisden Extra. 

DAVE HOWELL internet specialist and micro publisher, his work has appeared in the
national press, specialist magazines, journals and websites.

FIONA BUGLER is a marathon runner and triathlete. She’s also co-founder of the Fitness
Writers’ Association and been involved in fitness media for 20 years.

PAUL CLAPHAM is a regular contributor to a variety of trade magazines, largely on
marketing and sales topics. Also works as a marketing consultant.

TIM GROVES specialises in rugby union. He contributes to print and online publications
and works in sports television production for BT Sport and others.

TONY JAMES former Fleet Street journalist, co-founder of the Sports Incorporated
agency and author of over 20 books, he specialises in sport and business.
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ccording to the weather experts, 2014 is on track
to be the warmest year in Great Britain since
records began in 1910. January through to 
October 2014 were both the warmest and 
wettest months ever. 

With the winter upon us, what does this mean for the
outdoor apparel market in Great Britain and how will the mild
weather affect sales of outdoor apparel going into 2015?

WEATHER AFFECTED
Unsurprisingly, sales of outdoor apparel in Great Britain are
affected by the weather. This is particularly the case with
outerwear jackets, which command a higher average price
during wet or cold winters, but can leave retailers with large
amounts of unsold stock during drier, milder winters, resulting in
cut-price sales. 

To illustrate this, winter 2011 and winter 2012 were drier than
the 20-year average, which meant that the average price of
waterproof jackets sold in Great Britain settled at around the

A
£40 mark, according to NPD Consumer Panel data
measuring purchases of outdoor apparel across Great
Britain. During the winter of 2013 (when large parts of the
country were under water) and 2014 the average price of
a waterproof jacket was around 10 per cent higher than in
2011 and 2012. 

The varying nature of the British climate means that a
typical winter can only be described as unpredictable,
which can prove particularly challenging for retailers who
have to make critical decisions on what outdoor apparel
to stock. 

What is the current outlook for the outdoor apparel
market in Great Britain? Using the NPD Consumer Panel,
which tracks thousands of purchases across Great Britain,
in the 12-month period ending June 2014 the sector
overall grew one per cent compared to the previous year.
Despite this stability, sales of outdoor apparel are below
the levels of 2011, as the market declined five per cent in
2012 and 2013.

Sales in the outdoor apparel
market rose during the 12 months

to June 2014, according to the
NPD Group, which looks at the

challenges faced by retailers in this
sector and a new driver of growth 

NPD_SI Template  05/01/2015  11:44  Page 1



OUTDOOR APPAREL
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Source: NPD Consumer Panel. Data Period: 12 months ending June 2014.

SEGMENT ANALYSIS
Following consecutive years of decline in 2012 and
2013, what has driven the recovery in outdoor apparel
sales? Men’s outdoor apparel accounts for 
56 per cent of the total value of the market, while
women’s outdoor apparel accounts for 33 per cent.
However, both of these segments saw declining sales 
in 2012 and 2013. 

Children’s outdoor apparel sales have driven the
growth in the market in the 12 months to June 2014, with
this sector growing in importance over the last three
years and now accounting for 11 per cent of value sales.

According to Met Office forecasts, winter 2014-15
could be milder and wetter than average. However, 
the prediction is that colder weather may return
towards the end of January and into February. It’s a
perfect example of how unpredictable this time of year
can be in Great Britain and, as a result, the challenges
faced by outdoor retailers. 

The NPD Group monitors the sales of sports footwear and
apparel in many countries around the world. For more

information call the NPD Group sports team on 01932 355580.
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It’s also confirmed a long-term partnership with Fight for Peace, a non-profit organisation that
combines boxing and martial arts with education and personal development, and has helped
more than 100,000 young people in communities affected by crime and violence.

Fight for Peace and LUTA were founded by Luke Dowdney MBE, a former amateur boxer
and British universities champion, who used the sport as a means to work with young people
from Complexo da Maré, a group of 17 favelas in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where the project began
in 2000.

Fight for Peace opened a London Academy in 2007 and has satellite projects around the
world. The scheme benefits over 3,000 young people each year in Rio and London and has
trained over 100 community-based organisations in its methodology across 24 countries.

In May 2011 Dowdney launched LUTA in order to create a range of socially responsible
sportswear. It directly supports Fight for Peace, donating half of its profit from sales to the
organisation. 

“Our new partnership with Reebok and its
acquisition of LUTA is exciting for Fight for
Peace and its future,” Dowdney says. “Both
organisations share a strong belief in the power
of fitness and training and the impact it can
have on young people’s lives, particularly those
at risk of being involved in crime and violence. 

“Working with Reebok allows us to continue
to build awareness for Fight for Peace, as well
as secure a long-term funding structure for us
to develop our international growth and
development.”

WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

TWITTERING Sports Insight is on Twitter. For the latest industry news, new product information and 
details of forward features and special advertising opportunities follow us @sportsinsightuk. 
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With annual sales growth of 60.52 per cent over the
last three years, the company was ranked 61st in The
Sunday Times Virgin Fast Track 100 listing, which was
published on December 7.

Wayne Edy, who founded inov-8 in 2003, says: “It
is yet another outstanding achievement for the
company, coming in the same year that we won the
Queen’s Award for Enterprise in International Trade
and a trio of ISPO awards for innovative product in
footwear, apparel and equipment.

“Our inclusion in the Fast Track 100 further reflects
our team’s hard work and relentless desire to
constantly deliver innovative products, which has led
to commercial success and rapid global growth in a
highly competitive market.”

inov-8 sells its range of more than 80 trail, off-road
and fitness shoes in nearly 70 countries. 75 per cent of
its £17.4 million sales come from overseas. 

What Rugby World
Cup 2015 is expected to
contribute to UK GDP

inov-8 named in
prestigious top
100 business list

FAST FACTS
FAST FACTS: RUGBY
SPORTS MARKETING
SURVEYS INC is an
experienced sports research
company servicing the sports
venue, federation, equipment
and sports goods industry. 

SMS INC has recently
completed a significant
international multisport
participation study. The report
offers insight into the
behaviour of UK sportsmen
and rugby participants and
their association with the sport:

l Rugby is the third ranked
team sport in the UK, by
number of participants, behind
football and cricket.

l 16 per cent of all rugby
participants are aged 18 to 24,
while over half are younger than
34. Just two per cent of rugby
participants are over 65.

l One fifth of the UK adult
population actively follows rugby
on TV.

l adidas, Gilbert and Kooga were
the three top brands when rugby
participants last purchased a
scrum hat, obtaining over half of
the market.

l One third of people who
purchased a rugby ball in the last
year chose to buy one made by
Gilbert. 46 per cent of players
would consider purchasing a
Gilbert ball.

Source: SPORTS MARKETING SURVEYS INC International Participation
Report 2014 and SPORTS MARKETING SURVEYS INC Sports iQ Research.

“YOU DON’T HAVE
TO BE THE TOP
DOG TO WIN, JUST
THE RIGHT DOG.”
NEW ZEALAND COACH STEVE
HANSEN ON THE PROSPECT OF
WINNING BACK TO BACK WORLD
CUPS.

REEBOK ACQUIRES LUTA SPORTSWEAR
FOR AN UNDISCLOSED SUM

£982m
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THE COMPANY HAS RELOCATED FROM WARRINGTON,
CHESHIRE TO A 30,600 SQ FT BUILDING IN NEARBY
BIRCHWOOD.

“THE RELOCATION TO OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS
FACILITY FOR OUR EMEA TEAM MARKS AN IMPORTANT
MILESTONE IN THE BRAND’S REMARKABLE PROGRESS IN
RECENT YEARS,” JON RAM, NEW BALANCE’S VICE
PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL, SAYS.

“THIS REGIONAL EMEA CENTRE WILL BE THE HUB
FOR NEW BALANCE’S UK AND IRELAND SALES
ORGANISATION AND THE REGION’S PRODUCT AND
MARKETING TEAMS.” 

AS WELL AS SHOWCASING ITS RUNNING, TRAINING AND
SPORTSWEAR RANGES, THE 4,500 SQ FT SHOP IN THE IAPM
SHOPPING MALL IN SHANGHAI, CHINA OFFERS ON-SITE
GROUP FITNESS SESSIONS, FOOTWEAR TRIALS AND A BRA
FITTING SERVICE. 

Nike Women Shanghai also has a digital community area
displaying updated calendars for the Nike+ Run Club, Nike+
Training Club classes and store events. 

“Our global strategy is to inspire and connect with consumers
in our stores and online and Greater China continues to be an
important geography where this comes to life,” Heidi O’Neill, vice
president and general manager of Nike Stores, says.

Three of China’s elite female athletes - Tao Yujia, 2014 Asian
Games gold medallist in the 4x100m relay; Zhao Jing, 2013 China
National Games double gold medallist in the 800m and 1,500m;
and Jin Yuan, 2010 Asian Games silver medallist in the 3,000m
steeplechase - attended the store opening on November 29.

Nike opened its first women-only outlet in Newport Beach,
California on November 20.

STAG IRELAND WINTER BUYING SHOW
January 17-18, The Heritage Golf & Spa Resort, 
County Laois

ISPO BEIJING 2015
January 28-31, China National Convention Center

ISPO MUNICH 2015
February 5-8, New Munich Trade Fair

DIARY DATES SMMEX
March 9, Wembley Stadium

INTERSPORT Q4 2015 SHOW
March 24-25, Solihull

INTERSPORT Q1 2016 SHOW
June 23-24, Solihull

INTERSPORT Q2 2016 SHOW
September 22-23, Solihull

11www.sports-insight.co.uk

ANDY LONG, THE FORMER CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER AT
PENTLAND BRANDS, SUCCEEDS RUBIN AS CEO.  

Rubin, a
member of
Pentland Group’s
founding family,
has been with
Pentland Brands
for 23 years, 16 of
them as CEO.  

Long has
been at Pentland
for nine years,
following roles at
Procter & Gamble
and Boots, and
became co-president of Speedo in 2006. He has been a
member of Pentland Brands’ executive team since 2009 and
became COO in 2012.

“Both Andy’s are leading a successful brand building
organisation that will produce record sales and profits in
2014 and has won various awards recognising the team’s
achievements,” Stephen Rubin, chairman of Pentland
Group, says.

In 2014 Pentland Brands won Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development awards for Best Overall People
Management and Best Employee Engagement and was
ranked eighth best large place to work in the UK and 18th in
Europe by Great Place to Work.

NEW BALANCE MOVES
ITS EMEA HQ

GOT A STORY? CONTACT THE
SPORTS INSIGHT NEWS DESK.
CALL 01273 748675 OR EMAIL
SIEDIT@PARTRIDGELTD.CO.UK.

Andy Rubin
appointed chairman
of Pentland Brands

NIKE OPENS SECOND
WOMEN’S ONLY STORE

THE AMOUNT OF ITEMS
SOLD PER SECOND ON
THE AMAZON UK WEBSITE
ON BLACK FRIDAY64

Left to right: Andy Long and Andy Rubin
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

BROTHER SEWING MACHINES
BROTHER SEWING MACHINES EUROPE IS A LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF INNOVATIVE SEWING AND 
EMBROIDERY MACHINES.  

With a wide range of models, Brother caters for all skill sets and
needs - from those who sew at home to small businesses. With
a heritage of over 100 years, Brother has the experience and
know-how to ensure all its products are high quality, reliable
and market leading. 

Brother’s PR range of embroidering machines deliver
professional results quickly and efficiently. With a variety of
features, they are ideal for those looking for a versatile model
to complete multiple tasks.

For more information visit www.brothersewing.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

CARIBEE ADRIATIC BAG
CARIBEE’S NEW KALEIDOSCOPE VERSION OF ITS POPULAR

ADRIATIC BAG IS IDEAL FOR SCHOOL, COMMUTING, DAY
TRIPS AND TRAVELLING.  

As its name suggests, the kaleidoscope version is a visual feast,
with its vibrant colour combinations. Add this to the fact that
backpacks are making a fashion comeback and you’ve got a

bag that’s very much of the moment.

Bright colours and fashion appeal would count for nothing,
however, if the Adriatic wasn’t comfortable, practical and

durable like every other Caribee bag. The Australian brand has
grown exponentially in the UK over the last 18 months, but has

been making top travel bags for more than 50 years. 

Equipped with a comfortable Action Back harness, the Adriatic
can easily be worn all day. Other features include an A4

compatible main compartment that’s ideal for books and
documents, an easy access front sleeve pocket, a handy

organiser panel, a water bottle pocket and a haul loop, making
it easy to grab and go. 

The Adriatic is made from 600D polyester PU fabric.

For more information visit www.caribee-uk.com

IDEAL FOR SCHOOL, COMMUTING,
DAY TRIPS AND TRAVELLING

Kit Stop_Kit Stop  05/01/2015  11:27  Page 1
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WHAT’S NEW AT JAKABEL 
FIRST OFF THE BLOCKS THIS SEASON IS A NEW RANGE OF
SWIMMING TOYS, ALL PRICED TO SELL UNDER THE MAGIC £10.

Next has to be the new soft touch towelling robe, followed
closely by three new Surfit girls swimsuits, which are very cute.

Other products include long-sleeved dolphin print tops and baby
tops to match the swim nappies. Altogether another funky,
unique range built for kids and there’s two-three days delivery all
year round with no minimums.

For more information visit www.jakabel.com, 
call Jo on 07957 541406 or email info@jakabel.com

Maru swimsuits are stylish yet practical and designed with an awareness of fashion.
They are the perfect choice for swimmers who require functional, quality, stylish
swimwear. Each range is designed purposely with the end swimmer in mind, so
whether you are a professional swimmer or just swim for fitness, Maru has a style to
suit you. For more information call 01442 430730 or email sales@maruswimwear.co.uk

STAR PRODUCT

SUNWISE ESSENTIALS
SUNWISE OFFERS UP A SURE SELLER WITH

ITS ESSENTIALS CATEGORY.  

Boasting lively British designs within
everyone’s budget, the range includes proven

best-sellers for outdoors, golf, cricket, running,
cycling and day-to-day activities. 

Now with more models, lens
colours and size options to suit

everyone’s tastes, the build quality
of the frames provides comfort and

resistance to everyday wear. 

The new Peak range colours are
expected to be big sellers in 2015. They

feature bright platinum mirror coated
lenses and a light, comfortable frame design

with the quality of all-year-round eye
protection you would expect from the leading

British eyewear brand.

For more information call 01865 714 620, email
info@tgsports.co.uk or visit www.sunwise.co.uk

Kit Stop_Kit Stop  05/01/2015  11:28  Page 2
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AFTERSHOKZ OPEN EAR
SPORT HEADPHONES

ALTERNATIVES TO THE AFTERSHOKZ BLUEZ2
ARE THE SPORTZ S3 AND SPORTZ M3 WIRED

HEADSETS. THESE ARE EFFECTIVELY THE
SAME UNIT WITH THE ADDITION OF AN IN-

BUILT MICROPHONE ON THE M3 UNIT, WHICH
ALLOWS THE WEARER TO MAKE AND RECEIVE

PHONE CALLS WHILE TRAINING.

Whereas the S3 unit uses the shuffle feature
of an MP3 player, the M3 also allows you to fast

forward and rewind tracks. Answering and
making calls is all at the touch of a button.

Both wired sets can be used for up to 12 hours
once charged for two hours. A power cable, hard

case and full instructions are all supplied in the
box, together with a robust two-year warranty.

For more information call Rodney 
Annet at Pinpoint Consumer Electronics, 

exclusive distributor for AfterShokz in the 
UK, on 01606 558428. Alternatively, email

rod@pinpointce.co.uk or visit
www.aftershokz.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by
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SALMING VIPER SHOE
THE NEW VIPER FROM SALMING IS AN INDOOR SHOE
MARKETED FOR SQUASH, BUT IT’S PERFECT FOR OTHER
INDOOR SPORTS AS WELL, INCLUDING BADMINTON,
VOLLEYBALL, HANDBALL AND FLOORBALL. 

Already used by many of today’s top squash players, such as
world number five Amr Shabana, Salming is making waves
on the squash scene. The Viper shoe is a fast paced agile
shoe with a low profile and excellent stability. Salming shoes
are highly technical products featuring many technologies,
including a three-layer construction, TGS 62/75, RollBar,
LMS+, RunLite, ErgoHeelCup and XR110, to name a few. 

The Salming range also features the Race models. RRPs
range from £65 to £110. Two new colours will be

available from February, including white/navy
as shown.

For more information call 01932 781311, 
email office@smashsports.co.uk 
or visit www.smashsports.co.uk 

THE NEW VIPER FROM
SALMING IS AN INDOOR

SHOE MARKETED FOR
SQUASH, BUT IT’S

PERFECT FOR OTHER
INDOOR SPORTS AS WELL

Kit Stop_Kit Stop  05/01/2015  11:28  Page 3
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REECE AUSTRALIA IS 
A SPECIALIST IN
MULTIFUNCTIONAL SPORTS
AND CASUAL FASHION

REECE AUSTRALIA
REECE AUSTRALIA IS A SPECIALIST IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL

SPORTS AND CASUAL FASHION. WITH AUSTRALIAN ROOTS
AND AN EMPHASIS ON QUALITY SPORTS PRODUCTS, REECE

IS A FRESH, UP AND COMING BRAND.

The company’s foundation has been in field hockey. Years
of experience have made Reece a specialist in developing high

quality technical and functional team collections for
recreation, league hockey and now national teams. In Europe
many hockey clubs already use the Reece Australia brand. In
addition to the brand’s ‘from stock’ collection, special design

kits are also available. Reece also has the ability to produce
customised club products. The opportunities to build your

own team collection are considerable.

For more information call 01332 378 966 
or email support.uk@stanno

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
The new Saucony ISO- Series collection of performance footwear includes the
reengineered Triumph ISO and the Hurricane ISO and all new Zealot. The ISO-Series
showcases two of the brand’s latest innovations - ISOFIT and PWRGRID+. To order call
008001 578100 or visit www.sauconyb2b.eu

STAR PRODUCT

GOLA ACTIVE
SITTING ALONGSIDE KEY PERFORMANCE SILHOUETTES IN
THE GOLA ACTIVE WOMEN’S APPAREL COLLECTION ARE A
NUMBER OF LIFESTYLE PIECES THAT ARE PERFECT FOR
CASUAL WEAR AND LOW INTENSITY EXERCISE.  

Long-sleeve tops, racer back vests, scoop neck T-shirts, dance
pants and Capri leggings have been developed from a premium
mix of fabrics that are lightweight, soft against the skin, have
superb stretch and aid warmth and comfort.  

The cut of each garment offers a flattering fit, yet each piece
enables the wearer to move freely. Other finishing touches that
assist in enhancing the aesthetic and wearability of the
collection include ruche detailing, ribbed cuffs and hems and
thumbholes to ensure the garment stays in place. 

For further information on Gola Active call 01706 212512, 
email sales@jacobsongroup.co.uk or visit www.gola.co.uk

Kit Stop_Kit Stop  05/01/2015  11:28  Page 4
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REUSCH
THE BRAND’S SG FINGER SUPPORT GLOVES HAVE BEEN IN
THE RANGE FOR A COUPLE OF YEARS AND EVERY YEAR
PROVE TO BE ONE OF THE BESTSELLING REUSCH STYLES. 

The Waorani style mirrors the colourways currently being
worn by many professional goalkeepers. Available in adult
sizes to retail at £35 and children’s sizes to retail at £27.50, the
Waorani SG Finger Support gloves continue to be one of the
cheapest finger protection models on the market.

Featuring non-removable finger protection (including
protection in the thumb), an SG latex palm offering great grip,
an expanse cut for greater contact with the ball and a high
foam backhand for greater comfort, this is an excellent value
for money glove.

For more information call Bob Fidler at Reusch UK 
on 0161 439 4383 or email reuschuk@btinternet.com. 
Twitter: @ReuschUK. Facebook: Reusch UK

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

LP-SUPPORT LAUNCHES NEW
RANGE OF COMPRESSION
APPAREL WITH BUILT-IN
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
THE NEW LP EMBIOZ RANGE IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED
TO ENHANCE SPORTS PERFORMANCE, WITH ITS SEAMLESS
COMPRESSION COMBINED WITH BOTH A POWER SYSTEM
AND A COMFORT SYSTEM. 

The power system is designed to stabilise and support
specific joints and muscles, while adjusting the body to
enhance movement, improve coordination, increase muscle
force and improve endurance. 

In addition, the comfort system wicks away sweat to keep you
dry and ventilates the body to maintain a core temperature
during longer periods of training. 

For more information call 01865 714 620, visit 
www.lp-supports.com or email info@tgsports.co.uk
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“LP is
designed

for anyone,
no matter

how big 
or small their

sporting needs are”

Can you give us some background on the brand? 
LP-SUPPORT has been the most widely used and
recommended brand of sports supports in over 60 countries
for more than 25 years. LP has been recognised as the
industry leader in the sports medicine category and in
technical protective wear and has been well received by sports
medical professionals. Our goal is to design, manufacture and
market technically advanced products for injury prevention,
injury treatment and performance enhancement to athletes
and sports enthusiasts. 

Who are the ranges aimed at? 
All LP products are designed to give professional protection
and care to meet the challenges of any sporting activity. That
said, LP is designed for anyone, no matter how big or small
their sporting needs are. 

Key features and benefits?
Through careful research, detailed analysis, critical product
manufacturing procedures and comprehensive product
information, LP thrives on being the most trustworthy provider
of quality protection for sports enthusiasts. 

We recognise that sports protection has to be both
functional and user friendly. That’s why our research and
development team combine medical theory with practical
application. Our R&D staff of physical therapists, medical
consultants and athletes work together to develop innovative
professional and quality products. They combine medical
research with input from sports enthusiasts to determine the
needs of players, before designing, testing and analysing new
products and material ideas. This combination leads to
durable, high performance supports made from unique
innovative materials. 

How are they marketed?
LP-SUPPORT’s focus is on quality, innovative features and the

fantastic price point. With the company’s many years of
experience, LP has become a brand people can trust. As a
result, retailers that stock LP have a unique selling point and
this is something the brand shall always maintain. 

LP has recently begun sponsoring athletes and we are
currently seeking new ways to expose the product further. We
are currently working with CrossFit athletes and rugby teams
to ensure they are receiving the sports supports they need to
compete at their very best. You will find LP on social media
and advertised across a wide range of consumer sporting
magazines. Plus in 2015 LP will be launching a new website in
order to communicate the benefits of our product ranges to
consumers and retailers in a more effective way. 

Why do they sell so well?
Our extensive central warehouse and supply chain operation,
coupled with a superb customer service centre in the UK,
allows us to supply a wide range of readily available stock all
year round - and in most cases with next-day delivery.  

All our products offer strong retail margins and superb
value for money. Trans-Global Sports consistently receives
outstanding feedback from long-standing customers for both
the quality of LP products and our after-sales service, which in
turn helps foster new business accounts. We know our
customers and we understand their needs. 

What’s the most effective way a retailer 
can market the ranges?
The quality, price and expertise that go into making every
single LP product creates a unique selling point for our
retailers, who have no trouble selling an LP product over
another support brand. The innovative and unique features
built into every product outperforms our competition,
something we are very proud of. 

All I can say to any retailer looking to sell LP-SUPPORT is
to try the brand. The sales results speak for themselves. 

For more information call 01865 714 620 or email info@tgsports.co.uk.
Alternatively, visit www.lp-supports.com

Casey Webb,
sales director for

Trans-Global
Sports, gives us
the lowdown on
LP-SUPPORT

ON THE PODIUM
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“The key to 
our success is

providing quality
service and products”

What’s the story behind Thames Valley Sports?
I’ve always been very sporty - and still am. I play hockey for
Wales in the masters league and also at a club level. I play
squash too. When my children were younger they played
hockey, so I became a coach. My wife, Ila used to play netball. 

13 years ago I was made redundant from my job as a sales
director in the telecoms industry. At that time there were no
sports shops at all in Maidenhead, so we could see there was a
market for one. Ila ran the shop by herself to start with, while I
continued working in telecoms consultancy. As we started to
grow, I decided to come on board. Setting up a new business
was a big challenge.

What do you stock?
We opened the shop in August 2003 and began with hockey
to match the season. As we went into summer, we started
cricket. More and more people kept coming into the shop
asking for things we didn’t have, so we started to invest in
netball, rugby and racquet sports. We recently introduced
bowls, as we had many bowls players asking us to stock
equipment. We are a real sports shop. 

How is business?
Business was good until the recession when sales dropped, but
things are starting to pick up again now. It’s a very positive
trend. We rode the recession out by buying wisely and in
smaller quantities to keep our cash flow moving. We looked
online to ensure our prices were competitive, but the key to
our business success is providing quality service and products. 

Who are your competitors? How do you compete?
The internet is our biggest competitor. Occasionally people
come into the shop and then go and buy online, but not many.
Others try to get us to match online prices, but the internet is
rarely cheaper once all the costs are taken into account - and
we point that out. The majority of people understand that if
they don’t use us, they will lose us. For example, hockey

players want to feel the bend, balance and length of a hockey
stick, while cricketers want to pick up a bat and get a sense 
of its profile and they always appreciate good advice. We do
have an online arm, but the majority of our sales come through
our shop. 

How do you market the business?
Right from the beginning we found the best way to attract
customers was to leaflet the relevant sports clubs. It really
worked. We still do it, but now Google is really useful. We make
sure our name comes up first in an online search. We also have
a Facebook page, but we don’t use a lot of social media -
though my daughter is bringing us up to speed. Word of
mouth and recommendation play vital roles for us, which is
why providing quality service and advice is so important. 

Are you a member of any buying groups?
We’re members of STAG, which is very useful and we love the
family atmosphere that it provides. We deal with some of the
bigger brands outside of it, because we have a large enough
turnover, but STAG gives us access to many brands. Meeting
up with other retailers to swap information is really handy too. 

What do you like most and least about your business?
I like the interaction with the customers and the feedback.
People come in who we provided for as children and are now
adults who’ve gone away to university and made their own
lives. It’s incredibly sociable and we meet a wide variety of
people. We cater for all - from beginners to elite athletes. One
day Australian cricketer Brad Haddin emailed us wanting some
ASICS shoes. I told him we didn’t ship to Australia, but he said
us he was in the UK touring, so we sent shoes to him and
teammate Michael Clarke. 

The worst bit of the job is having to be open six days a
week, but compared to telecoms I work a lot less hours and I’m
doing something I’m passionate about. Really, there isn’t any
bit of it I don’t like.  

THE 
INSIDER

Life is good at
Thames Valley

Sports in
Maidenhead, co-
owner Ramesh
Gangotra says
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OS1st™ - PERFORM UNDER PRESSURE™

The OS1st™ sports braces and supports brand 
was formally launched into the independent sports
retail sector at STAG’s Winter show last November, 
following a “soft-launch’ at the London Marathon
Show earlier in the year.

There is now a range of 6 different OS1st™ products,
covering the foot, calf, knee and elbow, enabling 
retailers to provide their customers with a new,
credible and proven solution. 

Working before, during and after sport, the OS1st™
sleeves support and stabilize muscle and tissue,
brace joints where required AND with its patented
COMPRESSION ZONE TECHNOLOGY™, OS1st™ 
improves circulation and eases swelling.

The sports retail market has been over-loaded with
“compression” apparel, but the OS1st™ range offers
something different – multiple, measured, graduated
compression zones that enhance the body’s design;
in other words they are anatomically designed to
the body. They are firmer where the body needs
them to be, moderate where the body needs a
lesser zone of compression and lighter where the
area of the body covered by the sleeve needs the
least compression. A genuinely unique feature.

Manufactured on what’s considered the best 
machines, each production batch is tested to 
ensure the actual levels of compression are as 
published – that’s one of the reasons why we give 
a 30 day satisfaction guarantee.

SO WHY SHOULD YOU

OFFER OS1ST™?

• Great OS1st™ starter packs – 
gets you started with minimum
investment, high returns.

• OS1st™ provides fantastic margins
from a small space in-store.

• OS1st™ keeps your customers 
active … and therefore buying.

• The OS1st™ Foot Sleeve (FS6)
was “New Product of The Year”
The Running Event 2012.

• OS1st™ provides instant 
comfort when tried.

• Easy-on, Easy-off meaning the
customer will wear and wear and
wear OS1st™ sleeves.

• Amazing testimonials from users.

• Genuine targeted compression
garments aligned to the body.

• Fast order fulfillment 
turnarounds.

• Products with a customer 
satisfaction guarantee.

Find out more about the OS1st™ range, how to become a stockist, and ways in which to maximize sales by
contacting our European head office on 0800 0278463 – our experienced sales team are here to help.

Contact: Darren Alger ~ emea@ingsource.com ~ www.os1st.com ~ 0800 0278463
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OPROGROUP is seeking an 
Area Manager for Southern England
THE COMPANY: The OPROGROUP is a rapidly expanding group of companies 
manufacturing and distributing technically advanced and innovative sports
products. We are most well-known for the OPRO mouthguard which is worn by
numerous professional and amateur sportsmen and women worldwide. 
Our mouthguards are supplied to 11 Aviva Premiership clubs and are the
official mouthguard of England Rugby and New Zealand All Blacks. In
recent years we have diversified by becoming the UK distributor of
Mueller Sports Medicine and in 2013 completed the acquisition of
Maru Swimwear to add to our product portfolio.

Due to phenomenal growth since entering the sports retail
market 7 years ago we are currently seeking a dynamic
Area Manager to promote further penetration of our brands
and products within a defined territory.

THE ROLE: To develop new business opportunities as well as 
effectively manage and grow existing accounts within a 
defined geographical territory. You will operate within 
specified vertical markets, namely Independent Sports 
Retail, Education (Independent/ Private & State Schools) and
Sports Clubs and Associations.
Successful candidates must be able to demonstrate an 
excellent track record of achievement in a sales role (ideally
within the general sporting goods sector) and an enthusiastic 
yet professional approach, whilst maintaining a close attention
to customer service. Working with a large degree of autonomy
and being home based, you will be  responsible for organising
your own diary, managing your time effectively between the 
various OPROGROUP brands.

PACKAGE: The successful candidate will be rewarded with
a remuneration package including a competitive basic
salary, an attractive commission structure and a 
company car. This is an exciting opportunity to grow
within a dynamic and expanding organisation.

CONTACT: Richard Evans - Sales Director
Email:
richard.evans@oprogroup.com
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For more information call 01543 420 550 or visit www.skins.net

FRONT
RUNNERS

Dan Curtis,
key account
manager at

SKINS

When did you get into the sports trade?
About three years ago I was looking for a change in direction to
develop my career. Having started my sales career in an
independent brewery and then after many years in the music trade,
I wanted a good fit for this experience. As a long-time cyclist and a
cycle coach in my spare time, I was attracted to the sports trade.

Who’s been the biggest influence on your career?
I worked for a man called Leonardo Baldocci. His energy and
work ethic were clear throughout the company he created. It
was exciting to grow with a company that was driven by passion.
It showed me the value of leadership and how empowering
building a brand can be. I was there for 15 years.

What brands do you admire and why?
Early in my career I sold a brand of cymbal called Zildjian. As the
oldest family business in the United States, I was fascinated by how
the brand retained its values and reinvented its identity to remain
relevant. I’m drawn to brands, often small ones that are driven with
passion and a clear set of values. I find this in SKINS.

You have a new range due to be released in February.
Who’s it aimed at?
The new A400 compression wear range is aimed specifically at
individuals who are active at any level, either as a serious
competitor or casual fitness fan. So this is a product - and always
has been - for areas like the gym or on the track or road.

Can you tell us about the technology contained 
in the product?
We use Dynamic Gradient Compression to accentuate the
properties of accelerated blood flow and oxygen delivery and
this maximises muscle performance. For the wearer, the benefits
include the potential to increase the intensity of a workout and
its duration. Another benefit of this type of compression is its
ability to speed up the recovery process and ease muscle
soreness, so the after effects of activity are lessened. It all
increases the probability of keeping to your intended workout

programme, rather than having to wait until next week. 
We’ve also added a new treatment to the fabric, which

delivers moisture management triggered by the body’s own
temperature. It’s called ADAPTIVE by HeiQ Dynamic Cooling and
it retains important warmth around the body when the ambient
temperature is cool, but releases stored moisture as the
temperature rises and the body itself warms up.

You’ve targeted the team sports market with your
Carbonyte base layer. How successful has that been?
It’s been incredibly popular because, as a base layer, it offers a
different set of properties to compression. A product aimed at
team play must obviously meet the needs of people who will be
highly mobile during dynamic, perhaps contact-based activity.
So stability within the fit and a product with less friction are key
considerations. 

One of the elements we’ve built into the new range is carbon
thread and the natural properties of the carbon reduce friction in
potentially sensitive areas. We’ve also used a very high quality soft,
breathable fabric that has four-way stretch. This adds freedom of
movement to the benefits of reduced friction and the ergonomic
design means it all stays firmly in place during activity. I think the
fact we offer Carbonyte as a lightweight option and a thermal
alternative has been another reason for its overall popularity. 

What other markets will you be focusing on in 2015?
On a general basis, I’m looking forward to monitoring the
progress of a couple of our club partners through the year,
namely Stoke City and Bath Rugby. We’ve had tremendous
support from both clubs and, importantly for us, the players and
coaches love the range, so we obviously want to see them
prosper in their respective competitions. 

More specifically, February is going to be a busy month
because, apart from relaunching the new A400, we’re also
delivering a new cycling range to the market and revamping our
A200 men’s and women’s ranges with new colourways and general
updates. SKINS are perfectly suited to cycling at any level and this
range will be a significant addition to the active sportswear market.

“I’m drawn to
brands, often

small ones that
are driven

with passion
and a clear set

of values”
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visit www.brothersewing.co.uk

These days, everyone could  
use an additional income.  
So what better time to add 
embroidery to your business?
The state-of-the-art PR Series embroidery machines are designed to give 
you the basic equipment to get started, with the flexibility to fit most work 
places from a spare bedroom to a workshop or retail environment.

•   Learn how different accessories 
can aid your work and open more 
opportunities enabling you to 
embroider easily on more challenging 
items such as sports shoes, caps, 
bags, belts etc

•  See embroidery software in action, 
enabling you to create your own 
bespoke embroidery designs

•  Look through samples of work that 
can be created on the machines 

•  Talk through your ideas with Brother 
representatives and ask questions.

The business possibilities are 
endless with the PR series of 
embroidery machines.

Visit a Road show event and  
see the machines in action

PR655 & PR1000e

GTS Sewing Machines
55a Mewburn Rd, Queensway Shopping  
Centre, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 9PQ
T 01295 701384

22nd
Jul

Lewisham & Deptford S/Mcs
181 Deptford High Street 
Deptford, London SE8 3NT 
T 0208 692 1077

25th
Jul

N J Sewing
2 Pretoria Place, Station Road  
Polmont, Highland FK2 0UF
T 01324 711 333

20th
Aug

Superior Sewing Centre
14 Rosemary Lane, Carlisle  
Cumbria CA3 8PW 
T 01228 599 880

18th
Sep

Tysons Sewing Machines Limited
Unit 2, Barratt Ind Estate, Park Avenue  
Southall, London UB1 3AF
T 0208 5741 750

24th 
Jul

J & B Sewing Machine Co Ltd
Curlew Close, Queensway Meadows 
Newport, Gwent NP19 4SY
T 01633 284 646

23rd
Jul

ESC Sewing Machines
Unit 1, 4 Westerton Road South
Keith, Morayshire AB55 5HF
T 01542 887 000

19th
Aug

Hobkirks Sewing Machines Limited
126 Darwen Street, Blackburn  
Lancashire BB2 2AJ 
T 01254 565 63

1st
Oct

Art of Sewing
22 High Street, Eastleigh  
Hampshire SO50 5LD
T 02380 650 808

16th
Oct

CCB Sewing Machines
304/306 High Street, Rochester  
Kent ME1 1HS 
T 01634 841 597

16th
Jul

Darlington Sewing Machines
96 Bondgate, Darlington  
Durham DL3 7JY 
T 01325 463 630

26th
Jun

Direct Sewing Machines
10 Chapel Street, Redruth  
Cornwall TR15 2BY
T 01209 216 942

18th
Jun

E L Grain Sewing Machines Dom Ltd
Blenheim Ind Estate, 1-3 Marlborough  
Court, Nottingham NG6 8UY
T 0115 927 1155

2nd
Jul

Exeter Sewing Machine Company
7 Heavitree Road, Exeter  
Devon EX1 2LD
T 01392 275 660

19th
Jun

Dowlings
Unit 3, Orwell Court, Hurricane Way 
Wickford, Essex SS11 8YJ
T 01268 570 248

15th
Jul

Woodseats Sewing Machines Ltd
663 Chesterfield Road, Sheffield 
South Yorkshire S8 0RY 
T 0114 255 2822

1st 
Jul

Road show events!

Stocks Sewing Machines Limited
14 Croydon Street, Leeds LS11 9RT 
T 0113 242 9378 

17th & 
18th Jun



TAG has thanked its
members and brands for
making its 2014 UK Winter
Buying Show a success.

The event, which took
place at the Cotswold Water Park on
November 23-24, was a showcase for 60-
plus brands, many of who are the
lifeblood of the independent sports trade.

ORDERS
“This year the brands went all-out with
their impressive stands and deals and yet
again our members came with an
abundance of enthusiasm and orders to
place,” Ricky Chandler, managing director
of STAG, told Sports Insight. “Our buying
shows are nothing without this support.”

For retailers Steve and Lorraine
Lawrence, owners of Sports & Awards in
Surrey, it was the first time they had taken
advantage of STAG’s overnight
accommodation offer, where members
can stay at the excellent Four Pillars Hotel
for one night for free. And what a

SHOW REVIEW

S
difference it made to their experience.

Steve explains: “It enabled us to visit
the brands we deal with, discuss orders,
product and, most importantly, take
advantage of the show deals on the
Sunday morning, leaving us the afternoon
to go through our orders and prepare
them for placing on Monday.  

“All too often we visit on the Sunday,
rush round, return the same day then
come Monday we are too busy to place
the orders and miss out on some great
offers. The additional time also enabled
us to meet new suppliers and look at
products we do not currently stock, but
will hopefully work with in the future.

“As well as the time needed on the
show deals, staying overnight gave us the
Sunday evening to meet up with past
suppliers and sales agents - and what a
great time we had. As for the hotel, it
offers five-star service, the food is
presented superbly and the
accommodation is second to none.”

Amer Sports, which distributes

“The additional time enabled us to meet new suppliers
and look at products we do not currently stock”

Suunto and Wilson tennis and golf
ranges, described the event, which took
place in three halls, as productive.

OPPORTUNITIES
Field sales manager David Heath adds:
“We received some positive feedback
from the members, along with some great
opportunities to capitalise on. It was also
very refreshing and rewarding to engage
with lapsed customers who indicated such
positivity to build relationships with
ourselves moving forward into 2015. 

“As this was my first STAG show, I have
to say how impressed I was by the
professional manner in which it was run, the
number of members attending and also the
brand representation from other suppliers.” 

STAG’s attention now turns to its
Ireland Winter Buying Show, which takes
place at The Heritage Golf & Spa Resort
in County Laois, on January 17-18. No
doubt the buying group is planning on
kicking off 2015 as it finished 2014 - with
further show success.

27www.sports-insight.co.uk

ENTHUSIASM
Abundance of

Impressive stands and deals plus good retail
feedback combined to make STAG’s 2014 UK

Winter Buying Show a positive experience 
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FOLLOWING STRICT CODES
Technically known as the art of expressing yourself in the environment without limitation of
movement, freerunning arrived in the UK about 10 years ago and, although not recognised by
bodies like Sport England, is now a fast growing sport with over 10,000 devotees.

But is it legal to run and jump over private or public property? “In the early days we did
have some run-ins with the law,” Kie Willis remembers. “But mainly because they didn’t know
what we were doing and guys running over rooftops tend to look a bit suspicious. Things are
far better organised now.”

Legally it’s still a grey area, but freerunners now have strict codes that restrict practice to
areas normally not used by the public, respect people and the environment, avoid any
damage - they have repainted walls scuffed by shoes - and leave public places if asked. One
favourite training ground is an open subway near London’s South Bank and there are also
indoor training areas, including one near The O2 in London.
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e’ve seen them on
countless computer games
and in movies like The
Matrix and Prince of Persia
- demonic figures hurling

themselves across rooftops with gravity
defying leaps between high buildings
that can bring the most stalwart viewer
out in a cold sweat.

Kie Willis does it for real. One of the
world’s most successful freerunners and a
professional since he was 19, his life is
devoted to getting from A to B across
the urban landscape as quickly and safely
as possible, regardless of the obstacles
and dangers.

CHALLENGES
It involves running, climbing, balancing,
swinging, vaulting, quadrupedal
movement and physical and mental
challenges that most ordinary mortals
would find incomprehensible. Now 26
and a freerunner for nine years, he has,
incredibly, sustained fewer injuries than
the average footballer.

“Accidents usually happen when
you’re not doing particularly dangerous
things,” Willis says. “Usually it’s something
silly like rolling an ankle when stepping
off a kerb, not when you’re jumping a
gap between two 12-storey buildings.”

First developed from French military
obstacle course training, the sport quickly
split into two factions. There’s freestyle,
which involves expression and spectacular
tricks, almost like break-dancing on
somebody’s roof. Then there’s parkour -
basically obstacle racing, with events and
competitions around the world. 

“This is my sport,” Willis says. “Usually
it’s a timed trial, but there are some
events in which you race side by side,
which makes it more of a spectacle.”

In great demand for stunts,
promotions and TV and movie
appearances, Willis is primarily a ruthless
parkour competitor. Now an ambassador
for Multipower Sportsfood, he has won
numerous major championships, including
the World Parkour Masters in China, the
Puma Freerunning crown in Argentina
and major speed contests in Italy.

“I’m very happy to be working with
Multipower and using their products,” Willis
says. “My competitive season has started
well and with the help of Multipower I hope
to build on last year’s success.

“We don’t work like other athletes. We
rarely go to the gym and I have taught
myself everything I know about parkour.
Now the sport has become more
sophisticated, we’re all searching for things
that will give us the edge and for me
Multipower products have helped a lot.

“I do some conditioning at home -
knee and ankle health is vital in
freerunning, as they take most of the load
on impact. The body was not originally
designed to take an impact from more
than two metres high, but our training
means our bones are two or three times
more dense than the average person’s
and able to withstand far greater shocks.

“I don’t do any supplementary training.
Maybe occasionally I will go to a gym to
touch up on my skills and try some new
stuff, but I don’t do weightlifting or
anything like that. Climbing is good for
upper body work - I’m lucky that my
girlfriend lives in the Austrian mountains.

“I train virtually every day. Usually it’s
mainly ground level stuff, nothing higher
than about ten feet, but we train until we
know that if we do the same moves 50
or 100 feet high we are prepared
mentally and physically to do it.”

YOUTUBE
Should you want a white knuckle ride from
the comfort of your armchair, take a look
at one of Willis’ YouTube videos. In one he
bounces like an elasticated ball over wide-
apart walls, staircases and walkways on
London’s riverside, somersaults over roads,
scales 30ft walls with the ease an
orangutan would envy, hurls himself over
deep gullies, landing delicately on stair
rails, rolls down flights of steps and never
deviates from his route, all at speed. Job
done, he is hardly out of breath.

And his secret? “When you’re
freerunning you’re planning ahead, perhaps
just a nanosecond, checking surfaces and
angles,” Willis explains. “You’re not fearless -
that would be stupid and that’s when
accidents happen. It’s about understanding
why you are afraid and making sure you
deal with those problems. If I think I’m
going to die, I won’t do it.”

How did it all start? “I was at school
and college in Somerset planning to
study graphic design at university,” he
says. “Then this documentary about
French freerunners came on Channel 4.
At the time I was doing athletics and

W

MY SPORTING LIFE

Tony James meets one of the world’s most successful professional freerunners

skateboarding and thought I could
probably jump as far as that.

“I made some videos and got
sponsorship from a team called Urban
Flow, which was a great foothold for me
to push up the ladder. Now freerunning is
my life, my job and what I do every day.”

Freerunning has spawned an increasing
number of international events, such as the
Red Bull Art of Motion - Willis came
second and third and is now a judge at the
event. It’s also the primary navigation
system used in Assassin’s Creed computer
games, while the Crackdown series of
games uses freerunning’s techniques of
gripping and vaulting from ledges and
protruding objects.

The UK’s Royal Marines have hired
freerunning experts to train their crack
squads and so have the US Marine Corps,
who used their building scaling
techniques in Iraq and Afghanistan.

“You need to understand it’s a
dangerous sport,” Willis says. “You’ve got
to know your own limits and respecting
your health and physical well-being is
one of the foundations of parkour.” 

FATALITIES
There have been fatalities - a Russian
freerunner fell to his death while doing a
backflip on the edge of a 16-storey building
and last October a 13-year-old boy fell
through a seventh-storey glass skylight in
Greece when jumping between rooftops. 

But that didn’t prevent Willis
somersaulting across the gap between
two 12-storey buildings for a TV advert or
jumping over a sports car being driven
straight at him at nearly 40 mph. “It was
quite an easy stunt, although it looked
incredibly dangerous,” he says. “You just
let your body take control and tell it to
get over the car no matter what.”

Soon Willis is off to China in an
attempt to break the world record for
jumping over a line of high railings. Has
he been practising? “No. I assume it will
be fine,” says the laid back freerunner.

How long can Willis survive in what is
surely one of the world’s most perilous
sports? “I’ve no plans to stop for a long
time yet,” He says. “David Belle, who
founded parkour in France, is still
competing in his mid-forties. I’m learning
all the time and I feel that longevity is now
a distinct possibility.”

Let’s hope so. He’s a really nice guy.

KIE WILLIS
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“We are gearing up to sell
supporters souvenirs of their

trip to Gloucester as well”
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LOVELL
RUGBY

The official Rugby World Cup pop-
up shops that have sprung up in the

likes of Kingston, the Westfield
Shopping Centre, Covent Garden and

most recently Oxford Street are likely to
do a roaring trade, but there seems to be

little concern from independent retailers,
provided they aren’t taking sales away from

local businesses in other areas of the country.
Jack Clark from Lovell Rugby, the

specialist online rugby retailer, says the
Rugby World Cup should be big enough 

for all retailers to benefit from.
“The Lions tour is very big, but the Rugby

World Cup is massive for us and it should be
especially big this time with it being in the UK,”

he says. “Each team has a Rugby World Cup shirt
and we will have every one of them in stock, plus

we are hoping the merchandise around the World
Cup should increase sales.

“As an online retailer specialising in rugby, I don’t think
the pop-up shops will have an affect on us. I think the

World Cup will be good for retail across the board.”
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hen the world’s third largest
sporting event rolls into
town with the promise of
boosting the UK economy
by nearly £1 billion, the

interest of businesses across the country
is bound to be aroused.

That is the scenario facing businesses
in England and Wales later this year, with
a report from professional services firm
EY claiming that the 2015 Rugby World
Cup will generate £2.2 billion and
contribute £982 million to GDP when it
comes to these shores for the first time
since 1999 in September and October.

BENEFIT
Most stores with rugby stock will feel
some sort of lift but, with the official
Rugby World Cup merchandising
contract awarded to Elite Sports
Properties, Sportfolio given the exclusive
apparel licence, Canterbury making the
goods and official stores popping up
across London, it remains to be seen how
much independent retailers will benefit.

Levels of optimism seem to vary from
region to region, but in the rugby union
heartland of Gloucester, John Hudson,
owner of Hudson & Co Sports, says sales
have already picked up. And he expects
things to gather pace as we near the
opening match.

Hudson says: “We have had Rugby
World Cup related stock in here since last
year and it has been doing very well already.
We have got four games in Gloucester, so
we are expecting it to have a big impact.

“We will be marketing around the
World Cup with advertising and in-store
promotions and hopefully using various
outlets nearer the time, so there will be
more investment in that.”

The four matches at Gloucester Rugby’s
Kingsholm Stadium feature Tonga, Georgia,
Scotland, Japan, Argentina and USA and
Hudson is hoping the influx of foreign
visitors will boost sales as they look to pick
up a souvenir of their trip to Gloucester.

This World Cup is set to attract far
more international visitors than any other,
with up to 466,000 people from abroad
anticipated, who are expected to
generate £869 million in revenue for the
UK economy.

RUGBY WORLD CUP 2015

W
A total aggregate attendance of up to

66,000 could be seen at the four fixtures in
Gloucester. Around a third of that number
are generally thought to be international
visitors, based on previous tournaments and
estimates. All of that means potential new
customers for Hudson & Co Sports, which is
just half a mile from Kingsholm and is
expecting an uplift in sales of almost a third
as a result.

“Because we have got games locally
in Gloucester, there has been a lot more
interest,” Hudson adds. “The local council
are promoting Gloucester as a
destination for lots of travelling fans
because it is within an hour of Cardiff,
takes two hours to get to London by
train and is only an hour from
Birmingham. 

“People may have bought shirts and
kit before they left home though, so we
are gearing up to sell supporters
souvenirs of their trip to Gloucester as
well. We usually see a big percentage
uplift in sales during World Cups and I
think it will probably be at least 20 to 30
per cent.”

GROWTH
With experience of trading during previous
Rugby World Cups, both those taking
place in the UK and abroad, Hudson says
the tournament has grown enormously
since the inaugural one in 1987. 

“We have been in business for over
100 years and since it started the Rugby
World Cup has just got bigger and
bigger and that has been reflected in
sales as well,” he explains. “Every World
Cup has been a bit better than the last
for us, but obviously 2003, at the end
rather than in the build-up, was a massive
one. There has not been anything like this
one before in terms of build-up though.

“The Rugby World Cup has learned a
lot from the Olympics, especially when it
comes to how to market an event like
this, and as sports retailers that is
something we have got to utilise to help
our businesses.”

The countdown to the tournament
started early and Hudson says he began
thinking about it from a retail perspective
as early as June 2013: “As soon as
everything was announced, we started

Will the Rugby World Cup provide a boost for the
independent sports trade? Tim Groves canvasses opinion

PRE-TOURNAMENT
PREDICTIONS

31

talking to people and finding out who
was making the clothing. Host city polo
shirts, t-shirts and rugby balls have sold
well so far. It has taken me by surprise
just how early things have started to sell
well. The only issue is you have to almost
have a crystal ball because most of the
items have got to be pre-booked.”

However, other independent retailers
aren’t quite as convinced of the benefit
they will derive from the tournament.

Despite Sussex having produced the
likes of current England stars Joe Marler
and Joe Launchbury, Brighton is not
considered quite as much of a rugby
hotbed as Gloucester and the experience
there has been somewhat different.

The American Express Community
Stadium is playing host to South Africa vs
Japan and Samoa vs USA, but Ken
George, owner of Swift Sports in
Brighton, says there has been no impact
so far and he is not expecting a major
boost when the tournament begins,
unless England are particularly successful.

DIFFERENCE
He explains: “We have got several clubs
around us and we sell a lot of rugby boots
and equipment, but we are not expecting
a massive boost from the Rugby World
Cup. There will always be people who
come in to buy a few more England shirts
and perhaps those of the other home
nations and maybe some South Africa
shirts will sell. When we won the World
Cup back in 2003, that did give a boost to
the sport and to retail, so hopefully if
England does well we may feel the benefit.

“We will have some of the nations’
shirts in and be hoping to sell more rugby
products, but I don’t know that we will be
doing a lot of extra marketing for it. I
think independent retailers can benefit in
a small way, but we have been open 50
years and it has never been a big boost
for us. It certainly isn’t as big as the World
Cup in football.”

Gloucester’s economy is predicted to
benefit to the tune of £48 million from
the tournament, according to a recent
economic impact study, and Brighton’s
should be boosted by £46 million. How
much of that impact will be felt by
retailers remains to be seen.
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ADVERTORIAL

New Colours & Prints for AW15

Inspiring
Performance

www.shockabsorber.co.uk 

ShockAbsorberUK @No1SportsBraUK shockabsorberuk 

n Shaped and padded adjustable straps
provide comfort and confidence

WHY SHOULD EVERY WOMAN 
WEAR A SPORTS BRA? 
A good sports bra is an essential part of any
woman’s exercise kit. They all have the latest
trainers, waterproof leggings and the sweat-
wicking top, but are they wearing the right bra?
Help women maximise their performance,
alleviate discomfort and save them from the
embarrassment of unnecessary bounce by
offering them a Shock Absorber sports bra.
n Up to 72% of exercising women report breast

discomfort whilst exercising.
n 85% of all women who wear a sports bra

agree that proper support helps to improve
their enjoyment of exercise.

DID YOU KNOW…
There are no muscles in the breast, only skin
and Cooper’s ligaments support the breast
tissue. Any excessive amount of breast
movement puts strain on these ligaments,
causing them to stretch. Nothing can naturally
restore them. Wearing a Shock Absorber bra
will help to prevent long term damage to the
breasts during exercise. 

hen it comes to sport, most people
enjoy a range of activities, so
shopping for a sports bra can be a
challenge. Shock Absorber’s Active
Multi Sports Support provides the

perfect solution for those looking for a classic
all-rounder bra suitable for any activity. As an
award-winning style, packed with supportive
features, it’s no wonder it’s a best seller!

Whether a serious athlete or a casual gym
goer, the Active Multi Sports Support bra is a
must-have style for your consumer. Now, with
new improved colours and seasonal prints
available, you can also capture the attention of
the fashion conscious customer who wants to
look the part during her work out. 

KEY FEATURES OF THE ACTIVE
MULTI SPORTS SUPPORT BRA
n It’s available in a wide range of sizes 

from A – HH cup
n The crop top style means it can be 

worn alone or under a top
n Internal cup-sized support protects the

breasts and reduces bounce during exercise
n The fully opening back allows for easy 

on and off
n It’s made from moisture-wicking high

performance fabrics

W

To arrange a visit with your local Shock Absorber Sales Representative please
contact Gill Gosden on 01483 291450 or email  gill.gosden@dbaeu.com.
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rank Bruno, Kelly Holmes,
Ronnie O’Sullivan
and Andrew Flintoff are just
a few of the high profile
sports stars who’ve admitted

to suffering from mental health problems.
There’ll be many more who’ve suffered -
and are suffering - in silence.

For a professional sportsman or
woman, there’s immense pressure to
perform, succeed and make a living. They
also have to fit into team cultures, live their
lives as role models and deny themselves
many of the everyday pleasures the rest of
us take for granted. 

At grass roots level, however, playing
sport can be good for people with
mental health issues. Particularly if it is
played for fun, without too much focus
on winning or losing.

DEBILITATING
The Department of Health says one in four
people in the UK will suffer from mental
health problems in their lifetime, including
anxiety, addiction, depression,
schizophrenia and eating disorders. Apart
from the debilitating effect these conditions
can have on a person’s quality of life,
research shows that mental health issues
also increase the risk of physical illness. 

According to the 2013 Sport and
Recreation Alliance report the Game of
Life, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder
reduces life expectancy by 16 to 25 years,
as people with these illnesses are more
likely to become obese and develop
diabetes. People with depression are twice
as likely to develop heart disease and 58
per cent more likely to become obese.

The report also says mental health
problems cost the UK care system £21
billion a year and UK business £30 billion
in sick leave, absence and unemployment
costs. In 2011 depression alone cost the UK

economy £7.5 billion in health service
costs and lost earnings.

Yet many GPs are reluctant to prescribe
exercise, let alone sport, as part of their
patients’ mental health treatment. The Sport
and Recreation Alliance would like to see
this change. Exercise, the organisation
states, is an effective anti-depressant for
people with mild depression. 

Sport teaches the sort of life skills that
help people with mental health issues
reintegrate into society. By playing sport,
people learn to ignore external distractions
and concentrate on the task at hand. They
work towards short-term, individual goals.
With teammates, they also work towards
longer-term targets.

PREPARATION
Richard Doughty, a former Gloucestershire
cricketer, who suffered from mental health
issues during his playing career, thinks
sport can help people learn about
timekeeping, cooperation, preparation and
presentation. Doughty, who has mentored
young people with mental health
problems, says: “Sport shows people how
to build for their futures and how to work
hard now to achieve later. Lots of little
successes contribute to overall success.”

Sport can also provide a diversion for
people weighed down by problems.
“People who’ve suffered a breakdown
need something to think about other than
their problems,” Steve Bell, an
occupational therapist who runs sporting
activities for people with mental health
issues in Buckinghamshire, says.

Sport, Bell explains, provides
structured activity and requires
participants to think about what’s going
on around them: “What should I do? How
should I do it? What are my teammates
and opponents doing? There’s always
something to focus your mind on. There’s

F

Crispin Andrews looks at how sport can help people with mental health issues
MINDGAMES

no time to think about your problems.”
He adds that meeting and

competing against others with similar
issues is good for people with mental
health problems, many of whom feel
isolated in their day-to-day lives:
“Realising you can do something well, or
even improve, can make a person feel
really good about themselves.”

Keith Dale, Buckinghamshire Cricket
Board’s disability officer, says sporting
providers need to pick the right kind of
sport to help people with mental health
problems. “Something that’s not too
strenuous, but that gets people out in the
open air,” he says.

Last summer, Dale helped run a cricket
tournament with his Berkshire and
Oxfordshire Cricket Board counterparts
and each county’s NHS Trust as part of a
wider programme designed to help
people recover from mental health issues.

He reckons cricket is an ideal sport
for helping people with mental health
issues. It’s non-contact and can be played
in a way that isn’t too physically
demanding. Dale says: “The teams at our
tournament played soft ball, eight-a-side
matches where everyone bowls an over
and bats for two overs.”

Raoul de Monte, a teacher at a pupil
referral unit in Croydon, sees cricket’s clearly
defined structure, where players have to
take turns to bat and bowl, as ideal for
helping people with anger or relationship
problems: “There are lots of natural breaks,
so it is easier for any situation that arises to
cool down or for someone to take
themselves off to the sidelines without
disrupting the game’s flow.” 

John Simon, a cricket loving teacher
from Birmingham, adds that although part
of a team, players have to rely on
themselves during one-on-one contests,
blot out any external distractions and

SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT
The Mental Health Foundation says exercise releases chemicals
in the brain that make people feel good. 

“Regular exercise can also boost your self-esteem, improve
your confidence and help you concentrate, sleep, look and feel
better,” a spokesperson said. “It can help you feel valued - and
value yourself.”

The Mental Health Foundation says short bursts of regular
exercise help people in many ways. Regular exercise reduces
tension, stress and mental fatigue, provides a natural energy
boost and improves sleep. 

It can also engender a sense of achievement, provide a

focus in life and some motivation. The organisation says people
who exercise regularly feel less angry and frustrated and are
more likely to have a healthy appetite and better social life.
And on top of all that, playing sport can be a lot of fun too.

Sport is exercise with additional benefits. Rules and
conventions govern play. People perform as individuals and as
part of a team. They learn, apply and develop skills, knowledge
and strategies. The mental health sports charity Sport in Mind
believes individuals participating in regular sporting activities
have reduced levels of anxiety, improvements in mood and
increased self-esteem. 
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MENTAL HEALTH

focus on what
they are trying to
achieve. “It’s a
process that can be
applied to any
situation to achieve
success,” he says. 

SOCIAL 
Cricket is also good for
getting beginners
interested in sport. Annie
Ellison, a physical well-being
officer in Slough, organises
cricket sessions for adult
mental health service users.
“You don’t have to be that fit
to play cricket, as there’s
not too much running
around,” she says. “It’s a
friendly, social game, with
lots of different roles off
the field like umpiring,
scoring and making tea
for people who don’t
want to play.”

Most of all, though,
sport combines exercise
with enjoyment. “It
gives people who on
bad days find it hard to
get out of bed
something to look
forward to,” Ellison
adds. “It gives them a
tangible reason to
make that effort.” 

“Sport can provide
a diversion for
people weighed

down by problems”
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The ball
nestles in
the corner of
the goal after
Sergio Aguero
calmly completes
yet another exquisite
finish. Ronaldo dribbles
into the area at the Bernabeu
and strikes into the roof of the net.
Wayne Rooney belts a screamer at Old
Trafford. There is nothing quite like a goal,
but what of the tools the great players use
to weave their spells?

It was in the Victorian era when the
first football boots with studs protruding
from the base were developed. Before 1891
it was against the laws of the game to
have anything to improve purchase
between boot and ground and for
decades afterwards boots were nothing
more than modified hiking shoes. They
were heavy, rolling up the ankle and
immensely practical in terms of dealing
with muddy pitches, but hardly ideal for
exhibiting close ball control and agility.

SIMPLE IDEA
It was in the 1950s that a revolution began
when the first design akin to what we
know today was developed by adidas. Like
many great ideas, it was pretty simple.
Why not give players the option to adjust
their footwear to suit conditions?

The 1954 West Germany team, which
would go on to be crowned champions of
the world, went to Switzerland for the
tournament sporting boots with
interchangeable screw-in studs made of
rubber or plastic. They could have
different studs on the same pair of boots,
allowing them the ability to deal better
with what nature threw at them. 

“Football boots had been very
functional,” Kyle Elliot from 

GAME CHANGER
Elliot recalls: “The adidas Predator came in
during the 1994 World Cup and was a
game changer, as it completely changed
how boots were viewed and marketed to
consumers. It was a product of such desire. 

“It was the start of something. The fins
on the side were said to add spin to the
ball and rubber was used to provide grip
and a higher rebound as the foot hit the
ball, a principle that is still used today.
Predator was aggressively marketed as
‘100% legal, 0% fair’ and the black and red
visuals were so eye-catching.”

There was now a sea change in how
boots were sold. The look and feel was a
huge driver. Boots had come in one colour -
black - since time immemorial. New
production materials and techniques, and
the growing popularity of boots as a fashion
and consumer item, led to a wide variety of
colour combinations being employed.

“Lotto designed their boots with their
green badge to create an image of flair
and class,” Elliot adds. “The Nike Mercurial
became the boot everyone in the
playground was talking about in the late
1990s. It was lighter, had the feel of being
more extravagant and they had the
Brazilian Ronaldo wearing them.

“Nike then released the Mercurial
Vapour 4, which was pink. At the time,
some said: ‘I’ll never wear a pink boot,’ but
they did and it became the norm to wear
brightly coloured boots.”

The development of HD TV has, if
anything, accelerated this process. The
improvement in picture quality has made
boot manufacturers appreciate that when
a player performs wearing their product
there is an even bigger opportunity to
advertise to the audience - and they will
go to any length with the use of colours

specialist
website

Footy-
Boots.com,

says. “With their
metal toecaps, they

were more like work
boots. The idea that a

boot could be a performance
enhancer came in 1954, which was

the seminal moment in their
development, when Adi Dassler, the
founder of adidas, kitted out the West
Germany team.

“In Berne, the venue for the 1954
World Cup final, it was very wet and 
the Germans’ boots gave them the edge,
as they could be adapted to the
conditions by using larger studs, against
the Hungarians who were wearing
traditional boots with wood or leather
studs hammered in that were unable to
be changed.”

Into the 1960s, the decade of the
fashion revolution, and players such as
George Best began to use boots with
laces on the side to provide better
control and the optimum surface on the
top of the boot to improve passing. Best
and others were endorsing boots as
marketing became more of a factor.

More and more brands came onto the
market. Puma experimented with rubber
dimples similar to the ones found on
table tennis bats, but the next big kick in
the history of the football boot came in
the mid-1990s. 

It’s 60 years since the evolution of
the football boot began, when the

World Cup winning West Germany
team wore a revolutionary model

sporting cutaway ankles 
and screw-in studs. 

Adrian Hill reports

Boot-ifulThe

game
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doesn’t matter what boot they are
wearing, it’s going to hurt.

BLADES CONTROVERSY
On the subject of safety, the issue of
blades has haunted the industry for some
time, with much publicised injuries being
attributed to the elongated design. 

Elliot argues this episode is in the
past: “The blades that caused the
controversy were metal-tipped and have
all but been done away with now. There
has been a move to conical studs.
Players such as Cesc Fabregas, James
Milner and Andres Iniesta have had boots
hand-made with conical stud sole plates
on the advice of medical staff after
coming back from knee injuries, as they
reduce the risk of being snagged in the
turf and pressure on the joints.”

From shoes more suitable for going
down a mine in than trapping a football,
to a boot that supposedly behaves like a
foot. The once humble item that
generations of fans took for granted
has come a long way.

to make their boot stand out.
Elliot explains: “Nike brought out a

product in 2010 called the Superfly 2. It
had two colours - orange and a
silvery/purple - from opposite ends of the

colour spectrum, so that
when the player ran it

produced a
flickering effect. It

was contentious, and seems almost
unbelievable, but it was claimed that the
flicker also added spin to the ball.”

Weight, or lack of it, has been another
issue for debate in boot circles. There’s a
race to make them ever lighter, with the
theory being that less weight equals
better feel and more speed. In 2013 adidas
launched a 99 gram boot (60 grams
lighter than any previous boot on the

market). It has received a mixed
reaction, with concerns about

whether such a ‘carpet slipper’
could provide the necessary

protection in the rough and
tumble of a match.

Those in favour point out
that if a player is kicked it

FOOTBALL

“The idea that a boot
could be a performance
enhancer came in 1954”
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The future, according to the most marketable player on the earth at the
moment, is black. Ronaldo has gone retro in a bid to stand out even more

from the crowd with his new Nike Mercurials, but the bigger picture seems
to be technical development.

As with sports science and training methods, football boot manufacture
is coming out of its bubble to embrace ideas from other sports.

“Going forward, there’s a focus on using materials used in running,
basketball and other sports, as manufacturers strive for that new edge,”

says Kyle Elliot of Footy-Boots.com. “Nike’s Flyknit has a knitted base to
the shoe and they layer other elements onto it to provide a sock-like feel.

“The Puma EvoPOWER is based on the principle that when you are in
bare feet you make the optimum contact with the ball. The boot is said to

flex and bend, similar to how a bare foot would, when the ball is hit.”

WHERE DO WE
GO FROM HERE?
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W
hen my granddad was growing up in
the 1930s, everyone played cricket in
the summer and football in the winter,
partly because they loved it, partly

because that’s what everyone had always done and
partly because there was nothing else to do.  

It had changed a bit by the time I started
playing organised sport in the mid-eighties. With

more things outside of sport for people to do,
sports clubs had to try harder to attract and keep

members. Many were run by traditionalists, however,
who weren’t prepared to do so. As a result, playing

sport became something only the super keen did.

SURVIVAL
If they wanted to survive, many sports clubs had to

adapt to changing times. With so much competition
for people’s leisure time, today they don’t have such

an easy time attracting and keeping players as they
once did. And that’s without the additional financial

pressures people, and organisations, have faced
over the past few years.

There’ll always be the diehards, of course.
People who’ll turn out and play their favourite sport

come what may. And there’s never any shortage of
good players looking for top clubs with excellent

facilities to play the more serious recreational stuff. 
For other clubs it’s not so easy. In the early to

mid-2000s Aylesbury Town Cricket Club
discovered to its cost that simply running a few

cricket teams was no longer enough to maintain
itself, let alone thrive. 

More than 58,000 people live in the
Buckinghamshire market town and there had been a

cricket club on its southern edge since 1837. But
during the nineties and early 2000s a failure to

adapt to the town’s changing demographics and the
realities of 21st century community sport resulted in
the club teetering on the brink of bankruptcy.

After it briefly folded in 2005, the club’s new
regime realised that sitting back and waiting for
people to come to them wouldn’t work.
Instead, the new committee decided to go out
into the local community and find out what
sort of cricket local people wanted to play.

Eight years on and the club now runs
two Saturday league teams, a Sunday
friendly side and colts teams from under 11
to under 17. It’s also set up a Last Man
Stands league for recreational cricketers. 

Last Man Stands has been played
all over the cricket playing world for
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the past 10 years. There are leagues in 27
countries and over 1,700 teams take part. It’s

organised on a franchise basis, a bit like a car
dealership. There are local, regional and

national finals, and for those teams that can
afford to travel an international final this year in

Barbados.
It’s informal cricket, the sport’s equivalent of

jumpers for goalposts. Eight-a-side, teams face
20 five-ball overs all from the same end. No balls

are a free hit and wides only get bowled again in
the last over. Teams wear coloured clothes,

provided by the organiser, when they sign up.
Clubs must have an artificial wicket to run a LMS

league. There’s only one umpire - at the bowler’s
end - provided by the cricket club. The square leg

umpire is the next man in. 

MULTICULTURAL
Aylesbury has a multicultural community and the

cricket club tries to cater for that. Some, like
Aylesbury Town club captain Annis Mehrban, who

came through the junior ranks in the early 2000s,
wants the club to move forward and play better

cricket. Others, like a group of Sri Lankans from
Aylesbury, who played a friendly game earlier in

the season, just want the occasional knockabout. 
But rather than let tensions grow over the

direction it’s going in, the club decision makers
don’t insist on a uniform experience for its

members. Instead, the committee makes sure
everyone gets to play the sort of cricket they want. 

“It’s not just about attracting members,”
outgoing chairman Keith Dale explains, “but about

providing a service to the local community.”
There are 10 people on the committee. Another

10 or so help organise things from time to time. In
the bad old days, everything was left to two or three

stalwarts. The club runs quiz nights, darts evenings,
race nights and has pool tables in the clubhouse.

When there’s a big event on, it brings in a local pizza
parlour to do the catering and the bar now offers a

good range of soft and alcoholic drinks. People, not
just drinkers, stay behind after games to socialise,

not out of obligation or to put money behind the
bar, but because it’s fun. 

In 2004 Aylesbury Town joined the
government’s community amateur sports club

scheme. Last year the government extended the
initiative to give clubs additional benefits should

they choose to organise and conduct themselves as
community ventures rather than just sports teams.

Aylesbury Town Cricket
Club has gone from near

bankruptcy to providing 
a valuable service to the

local community. Crispin
Andrews reports on the

transformation, as well 
as the government scheme

that assisted it

b

BACK
FROM THE

BRINK
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Join the scheme and a sports club is not treated like a
business when it comes to paying rates and taxes. Firstly, there’s

80 per cent mandatory business rate relief, with local authorities
able to offer up to 100 per cent relief to clubs at their discretion.

It’s also easier for a CASC to raise funds from individuals via Gift
Aid, which increases the value of donations to charities and

CASCs by allowing them to reclaim basic rate tax on a gift. 
CASCs are exempt from corporation tax on profits derived

from trading activities if their income is under £30,000 per year.
Profits derived from a club’s property income are also exempt if

they’re under £20,000 a year gross. In addition, CASCs whose
income does not exceed these thresholds will no longer be

required to complete an annual corporation tax return.
In order to become a CASC, a club must have sport as its core

concern, so a social club that runs a few sports sessions doesn’t
qualify. A CASC also has to be non-profit making and open to all

members of the community. Private members’ clubs that provide
no activities for their communities are not eligible. Clubs that

charge over £10 a week membership fees can only apply for CASC
status if they run alternative activities or offer discounts for people

on lower incomes.

AFFORDABLE
Announcing the additional measures last year, Nicky Morgan,

economic secretary to the treasury, said the new rules will: “Help
community amateur sports clubs to offer a local, affordable place

to take part.” 
Steve Grainger, the RFU’s director of development, believes it’s

vital sports clubs invest in their facilities and people, and thinks the
CASC scheme will assist them to do so: “It will help clubs keep

memberships affordable, so that rugby can truly be a sport for all.”
By joining the scheme Aylesbury Town raised enough money

to refurbish its clubhouse and attract an increasing amount of
donations from local benefactors. It’s also helped the club

continue to serve its local community.

BENEFICIARIES
OF THE

COMMUNITY
AMATEUR

SPORTS CLUB
RELIEF SCHEME

n Since joining the community
amateur sports club relief scheme,

Goodwood Bowls Club in
Leicestershire has saved around

£5,200 a year on business rates.
With this money club officials have

re-carpeted the clubhouse, laid block
paving to improve disabled access,

bought a pool table and maintained
the bowls green. 
n CASC rates and tax relief gains

have enabled Dorchester Sailing
Club to find the 60 per cent

contribution required to build a new
clubhouse. It’s currently saving for a

new fleet of training boats. 
n Ashton On Mersey Cricket Club

has frozen its membership rates,
funded 25 per cent of its new net

bay and spent £8,000 on a score
box and refitted kitchen. 
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he Daily Mail has coined the
phrase Mamil - middle aged
man in Lycra - and for the
women, Amazonian females
like Mel Sykes, who took

part in the latest series of TV hit I’m A
Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here!, showed us
that super fit is definitely on the agenda
for feisty 40-plus women. 

In 2012 market research firm Mintel
found the biggest growth in bike sales in
Britain was among 35-44-year-old men.
And when it comes to multisport, a 2014
survey conducted by the Triathlon Industry
Association revealed that of a sample of
4,100 triathletes 54 per cent were in the
40-44 age category. 

Endurance ranks top among the
older athlete and in the 2013 London
Marathon the vast majority were in the
middle. Of the 48,323 runners, the
biggest number was to be found in the
30-39 age category (16,791), closely
followed by 40-49 (13,808). 

FAT MAN OF EUROPE
It’s a good thing. The UK is now the fat
man of Europe, with inactivity being the
fourth biggest killer and daily reports of
how obesity and lack of exercise is
consigning many of us to an early grave. 

The latest research published in the
Lancet Diabetes & Endocrinology in
December 2014 revealed that obesity and
extreme obesity have the potential to
reduce life expectancy by up to eight years
and deprive adults of as much as 19 years
of healthy life as a result of type 2 diabetes
and cardiovascular disease. 

The guarantee of a longer, healthier life
is a sure-fire way to get people moving. But
there are other factors to explain the rise of
the middle-aged athlete. Empty nesters,
who’ve packed off kids to university and
are freed from being spectators at their
children’s sporting events, often find a new
lease of life, as well as more time and cash. 

“Financial barriers to entry are less and
time is more available, particularly for the
50-plus athlete,” says Gary Rothenburg
from Multisport Research. 

The grey pound now accounts for
£320 billion a year and the over-50s make
up 76 per cent of the nation’s wealth,
according to a report by Saga, a company
that serves the needs of those aged 50
and over, which looked at data between
2003 and 2012. 

And even if they are time poor - a
survey by life insurance and financial
services company Prudential revealed one
in four people approaching retirement age
aren’t ready to stop work - the new-age
oldie has plenty of incentive to keep fit. 

Of the Prudential group surveyed,
many said they wanted to carry on
working to keep mentally and physically fit.
Staying fit was a concern for 53 per cent of
people, who also said they planned to do
more exercise in retirement. In the Saga
report, the over-50s increased spending on
health by 5.4 per cent on average each
year between 2003 and 2012. The Centre
for Economics and Business Research
forecasts this figure to increase by 6.4 per
cent a year between 2013 and 2018, with
spending reaching £7.8 billion in 2018.

“Sports like triathlon offer up a new
challenge to an increasingly active middle-
aged population seeking to tick off bucket
list activities,” Rothenburg says. 

Research shows these athletes are
intelligent and driven people. One study
found that middle-aged marathon runners
tend to have above average intelligence,
high socio-economic status and better
levels of aerobic fitness than sedentary
members of the same age group.

Triathlon is seen as the blue chip event
for 40, 50 and 60-plus athletes looking for
an adrenalin fuelled endurance challenge.
Rothenburg says: “In itself, triathlon can be
addictive. There is always an area to
improve upon.” 

T

NEW-AGE
OLDIES

And there are added benefits for the
older athlete. “The multidisciplinary nature
of the three sports of triathlon can deliver
training and racing opportunities, while
minimising injury risk,” he says.

AGEING PROCESS
But it’s not just the injury risk that the
middle-aged athlete needs to minimise.
The reality is that, try as we might, we
cannot avoid the ageing process. After the
age of 30 our lean tissue degenerates by
five per cent every decade, while our body
fat percentage rises. Fast twitch fibres are
fewer and recovery takes longer. 

As we age, our maximum heart rate
drops a beat every year, meaning we
simply can’t expect to reach the highest
peaks of our youthful fitness. 

According to a piece of research from
America, of 1.7 million runners taking part
in 400 marathons between the years
1979 and 2009, the average age/gender
of sudden adult death syndrome in a
marathon is 49 and male. The findings
resulted in calls for more defibrillators to
be placed along the last few miles of the
marathon route, as this is when a cardiac
arrest is most likely to occur. 

In 2012 more headline grabbing
research from two leading cardiologists,
published in the journal Heart, caused
concern among many middle-aged
marathon runners who were pounding
the pavements and pushing the personal
best boundaries. 

The study of 50,000 people, including
14,000 runners, revealed that training too
hard could result
in atrial
fibrillation - a
heart condition
that causes an
irregular and often
abnormally fast heart
rate - and subsequently
strain on the heart.

The Harley-Davidson has been replaced with a Cervelo bike and a cougar is
more likely to be found chasing a personal best than a toy boy. Welcome to the
world of the middle-aged athlete. Fiona Bugler reports
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MIDDLE-AGED ATHLETES

HEALTH SCREENING 
It’s shocking statistics like these that have
recently persuaded some people to push for
health screening for middle-aged athletes
taking part in intense exercise such as
running, cycling and triathlon. 

A study published in the British Journal
of Sports Medicine recommended that
exercising men over 40 and women over 50
should be screened for cardiovascular risk. It
also pointed out that existing
recommendations aren’t universally followed
because widespread implementation hasn’t
proved effective or affordable.

The good news is the middle-aged
athlete continues to push the boundaries.
Endurance takes time and experience to
build on, a big advantage for the 40-plus.
And as age grading (where you are

compared to the world’s fastest - they are
100 per cent and your time is a percentage

of that) is now measured in the running
world alongside real time, there’s always a
goal to strive for. 

The positive anti-ageing effects of
physical activity are widely reported and
backed by research. Want to see for yourself?
Check out the prize-giving at your next local
running event to see for yourself the youthful
zest for life in the vets going for gold.

“The grey pound now accounts
for £320 billion a year and the
over-50s make up 76 per cent

of the nation’s wealth”
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f you were to scour the
internet or your daily
newspaper, chances are you’ll
come across a report or piece
of research that highlights

how inactive we Brits are. 
At the time of writing, the media was

giving coverage to findings from Public
Health England that revealed the UK
population is now 20 per cent less active
than it was in the 1960s and, if things
continue, that figure will reach 35 per cent
in just over 15 years. The report also
revealed that the UK has one of the lowest
levels of activity in the western world. 

SEDENTARY
On top of this, a report in The Telegraph
highlighted that the lifestyles of the
average 16-to-24-year-old are now
considered to be as sedentary as a
pensioner’s. The study estimates the cost
of this inactivity adds up to £7.4 billion
every year.

But it’s not all doom and gloom.
Although Sport England research has found
that 52 per cent of adults play no sport, it’s
also revealed that the younger you are the
sportier you will be. Currently, 54 per cent

I

“One of the root causes of a
lack of participation is,
ironically, competition” 

that will help increase sports participation.
Broadening its definition can help revive
an interest in sport. Fitness entrepreneurs
behind initiatives such as cross fit and
obstacle races have recognised that an
element of competition, league tables and
targets, combined with big stadium
events, equates to more participants.

INVOLVED
The emergence of big fitness businesses is
a good thing, then. “It provides an
opportunity for more people to get
involved,” Dean Horridge, founder of Fit For
Sport, says. Horridge is a former head of PE
who set up Fit For Sport in 1991 to provide
schools with extra-curricular activities. He
was also adviser to the Channel 4
programme Unfit Kids, where former
footballer Ian Wright took on the challenge
of motivating a group of overweight
teenagers to take up regular exercise. 

Horridge works with schools to improve
participation: “Children naturally enjoy
competition if it’s done right, ie they will try
to beat their personal best. Competition is a
natural life skill that we all experience, so
let’s not pretend it’s not for all. Learning to
win and lose in life is key and yes it hurts

of 16-to-25-year-olds take part in at least
one sport session a week, compared to 32
per cent of adults aged 26 and over. 

The organisation is optimistic that new
funding initiatives, including £5 million of
National Lottery funding and a policy that
promotes getting everybody active every
day and making physical activity
accessible, will help the rise in
participation, which increased in six out of
the nine English regions between 2005/6
and 2013/14, continue on an upward curve.

Progress has already been made, with
a total of 67,000 people involved in
government driven Get Healthy, Get Active
projects, 25,000 of who were previously
classified as inactive. Encouragingly, 38 per
cent of these individuals have gone on to
take part in sport at least once a week. 

Projects such as Leeds’ Let’s Get
Active, a programme of free physical
activity sessions that include gym, swim,
exercise and sports sessions at 17 leisure
centres, as well as beginner’s running,
family sports activities and health walks in
parks across the city, has seen 43,000
people register for the scheme and
130,000 visits to free sessions.

But it’s not just government policy

SPORT
FORALL

How many people play sport? How can we increase participation?
And is the face of sport changing with the rise of big business

getting people active? Fiona Bugler investigates
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when you lose, but it makes you want to
work harder to get better.” 

But, warns Horridge, one of the root
causes of a lack of participation is, ironically,
competition: “Let’s not put the fastest kids
with the slowest and ask them to race. We
know who’s going to win. Engage them in
activity first and sport second.”

In his talks and presentations, Horridge
highlights how damaging signs at primary
schools such as ‘No Ball Games Unless
Supervised By An Adult’ can be, putting
off children before they’ve even started
taking an interest in sport. And, he points
out, the government’s recommended
target of two hours’ sport a week is
regularly missed, as pupils spend too
much time getting to and from sports
centres because their schools don’t have
the facilities they need on site.

Walking to school, playing, climbing
trees and having fun need to be
encouraged, according to Horridge, who
adds: “Encouraging children to be active
will lead them onto being active adults and
ultimately increase participation in sport.” 

With its focus on how to play sport,
the current education system isn’t helping
sports participation, Horridge says: “It has
the focus wrong. Children spend 20
minutes of a 40-minute lesson talking
about technique, rather than being active,
having fun and running around. We need
to teach them to skip, run, catch and
balance before we ask them to play a
sport.”

Those in the fitness business can help
to change the current situation. Horridge’s
company is bridging the gap by

connecting leisure centres with schools and
opening the doors to local communities by
offering free family activities.

With recent research showing that
over half of all girls aged 10 to 16 and over
a third of all boys aged 10 to 16 don’t even
get the equivalent of a brisk 10-minute
walk every day, those of us in the business
of sport need to look at the big picture
and continue to invest in ideas that get
young people moving. 

OPPORTUNITY
Companies such as Les Mills have devised
programmes specifically for children that
offer a mixture of dance, exercise, play and
healthy competition. With the current
education system still not quite reaching
the sporting mark, could this type of
business provide an opportunity for
children who don’t make it on the pitches
of our schools and colleges? Or could they
marginalise children further because of
expensive class costs and the need for
motivated, time-rich parents?

Sport needs to broaden its remit. Online
communities such as Strava, Fetcheveryone
and The Running Bug, where you can log
your cycling and running activities, have set
up virtual arenas where anonymity
encourages participants to win virtual cups
and rosettes. 

For those in the business of sport, it
might be time to think outside of the
conventional box and take the basics of
sport, healthy competition, fun and goal
setting and place them in less intense
contexts of leisure and play or the virtual
world of websites and apps.
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inning a new customer 
costs five times more than
retaining an existing one.
Some surveys say the
differential is far higher. 

On the other hand, says international
consultant Bain & Company, a five per
cent improvement in customer retention
can lead to profit improvements of over
25 per cent.

There are lots of reasons why existing
customers are more profitable. First, it
takes time to turn a new customer into a
regular one. Second, new customers rarely
give you as high a proportion of their
business from the off as an established
customer. Third, existing customers are
easier to sell to, with resulting lower costs.
Fourth, loyal customers are less price
sensitive and less inclined to switch to a
competitor because of reasonable price
increases. Finally, long-term customers
often make referrals that enhance their
value to you still further.

COMMITTED
The aim is to have loyal or committed
customers, not locked-in customers. Loyal
customers go on buying because they
perceive total value from a supplier greater
than their costs. They also feel they can’t
get that value elsewhere, even though
they’re free to try.

A focus on customer retention requires
taking the long view and that can demand
courage. If, for example, a customer asks
about a premium priced product when
they or their children are starting or
relearning a sport, what do you do? With
your commercial hat on, you sell the
premium priced product. But the best
product for the individual may be down
the scale. Good advice that saves a
customer money keeps that customer.

Too many businesses have a customer
retention policy that can be summarised
as: ‘Don’t rock the boat’ or: ‘It isn’t broke, so
don’t mend it’. But that’s the equivalent of
not servicing your vehicles or doing
running repairs on your premises. You need
to be active, not reactive.

What practices should you build into a
customer retention policy? This can be
summarised as communication, completion
and cock-ups. 

Sometimes the first sale to a new
customer doesn’t go as planned. The
product fails and you think they won’t use
you again. First up, this is rare - or you
aren’t in business for long - and,
remarkably, some of these customers can
be rescued, as we’ll see.

Far more commonly, you lose a
customer because of cumulative mistakes.
A series of small dissatisfactions build up
into full blown unhappiness and then you
have a mountain to climb getting them
back. Those mistakes arise from not giving
the customer enough time, the time you
gave they in the early days when you were
as keen as mustard and they were very
important. Familiarity breeds if not
contempt, then inattention. 

W

Paul Clapham explains the practices you
should build into a client retention policy

So rule one is mind the gap. Once
you’ve established regular business with a
customer, the process becomes
straightforward. You don’t need to spend
as much time on each visit. But they still
need personal attention. That is
particularly true if you’ve passed control
over to a staff member. Your junior may be
brilliant, but your customer bought from
you personally, so keep in regular contact. 

Write to all your loyal customers to
introduce new staff members or announce
any new corporate or school contracts and
the like. This can take the form of a
newsletter, but a simple letter does the job
as well. Send a postcard to each of them
before you go on holiday suggesting they
get in touch before you go. Each of these
social contacts encourages clients to
highlight a small problem before it
accumulates serious ramifications.

PRIORITIES
Rule two is priorities. It is classic to hear of
businesses busting a gut to satisfy a new
client and losing an existing one in the

process through failure to deliver, poor
quality control or similar. Clearly, new
customers are key to growth, but not at
the expense of existing ones. While new
business hunting may be exciting and
stimulating, it is not as profitable as
existing business - and that must have
priority.

Which brings us to rule three. When
you hit gold, dig all the way through the
mountain. Sell every product and service to
your existing customers. Try to do it
formally, as if it were a new client, as it
helps them to realise you’re serious and
ensures you do it properly. Sell to every
relevant division, department and
subsidiary of a client, too. This is all part
and parcel of becoming an essential
supplier, so increasing their loyalty to you.

Note that people, including sports
teachers, move jobs. If your customer
retention policy is good, you’ll keep the
existing client and probably pick up a new
one when your contact moves on. This can
make your customer retention policy part
of your new business plan, too.

KEEP 
THOSE

CUSTOMERS
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CUSTOMER RETENTION

It’s how you react when something goes wrong that defines
the quality of your customer retention skills. Consider these
statistics - the satisfied customer tells four people, the
dissatisfied customer tells nine people and the delighted
customer tells 18 people. It’s strange but true that the
difference between the satisfied and the delighted customer is
quite often that the latter has had a problem put right,
completely and quickly.

Dig a bit deeper and it becomes less strange. If you work
hard to solve a problem, you’re demonstrating the best of
customer service. You’re not earning a penny for the effort
you put in, but you’re proving to the customer they’re
important. So it then becomes logical that they will buy from
you again. The customer already knows your service is
normally good. Now they know that, even when things go
wrong, they can trust you to put it right. 

So have a plan to solve problems. What should this 
include and how do you operate it in practice?

Until recently, Marks & Spencer was a byword for building
a loyal customer base. The central plank of its policy was a no-
quibble returns policy. If this is relevant, use it. (Note that M&S
is proof this isn’t enough - the product has to be right, too.)
Such a policy forces you to raise your quality control
standards, which will help customer retention.

The key issue is who sorts it out. In a small business, a hot
potato lands in the managing director’s lap pretty fast. They
can authorise action and get results, but that won’t work if
they aren’t on site 90 per cent of the time.

It appears that empowerment of staff works best. If a

problem can be put right by the first point of contact,
customers are more impressed than if it takes the managing
director’s heavy hand, not least because they get a fast
response. It’s impossible to generalise, but hotel chains and car
rental companies have made a benefit of this approach in their
advertising - the off-duty receptionist who gave a guest a lift
to the airport and the rental agent who gave a customer his
own car and had to take the bus home, for example.

Let’s say you manage to sort out your customer’s problem.
Whether you’ve had to spend hours on the phone for nothing
or just made three phone calls, you’ve got that key customer
back onside. No, you haven’t, not yet. 

You have to call and say sorry. If the fault lies with a
manufacturer, show them any grovelling letters or emails to
support that. It’s tempting to sweep a mistake under the
carpet. Just because your customer doesn’t mention it to you,
it doesn’t mean they’ve forgotten. So it’s far better to address
the issue squarely with them.

HAVE A PLAN TO SOLVE PROBLEMS
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riathlon statistics are impressive.
According to the British Triathlon
Federation, participation in 2013 rose
by 16 per cent on the previous year,
making it one of the fastest growing

sports in the UK. Even better, Britain is performing
well in international competitions, which puts the
industry in a good place in terms of growth too. 

Reassuringly, triathlon is gear intensive - so
great for retailers. But this isn’t just because
triathletes need to buy a lot of stuff. In the UK the
number of male triathletes is well over double the
number of women - and without wishing to tar
everyone with the same brush, it's men who get all
geeky about gear. Better still, triathletes are happy
to spend the money. Indeed, in the latest BTF
survey, only eight per cent of participants said that
triathlete products cost too much.

How can a sports retailer appeal to a triathlete’s
inner geek? All aspects of the run, swim, bike
melange that is triathlon have their fair share of
products, but cycling seems to pip the other two at
the post for not just inventiveness, but also number. 

A bike is obviously the most expensive
purchase a triathlete will ever make, but they’re
not the most practical stock choice for most.
Everything else is, however, another matter.
Products start from around a fiver for something
like chain lube and rise into the thousands of
pounds for new wheels - with a host of products
to suit every pocket in between. 

Of course, stocking products is one thing, but
pitching them towards the triathlete is key. Getting
out and about to triathlon events, fostering
relationships with triathlon clubs and promoting
products in-store to triathletes are just some of the
things retailers can do to help increase their share
of the triathlon market. 

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
A bike is a bit like a car. If it isn’t regularly
maintained, performance will drop - and a dirty

bike affects performance. Elbow grease is
important in the scheme of things, but to keep a
bike in tip top condition, tools and cleaning
products are required. If a bike’s used regularly, it’s
recommended that its scrubbed clean and hosed
down every week or so. 

It’s particularly important to keep the drivetrain
shipshape. Chains, gears and derailleurs clogged with
dirt and gunk will result in bikes running less well, as
it’s harder to turn the pedals and the chain will wear
out more quickly. A degreaser and brush is used to
clean the drivetrain and a lube is used to keep the
chain moving smoothly. A clean chain also means no
annoying black greasy tattoos on riders’ legs.

GLOVES
Gloves are worn mainly for protection. They also
help to absorb road shock, which cuts down on
pain in the hands, forearms, shoulders and back,
and improve grip. During the colder months,
gloves obviously keep the hands warm too - and
they also come in handy for mopping a sweaty
brow or wiping a bike down. 

Generally though, gloves are seen as a
necessary evil rather than an object of desire - not
only does many a triathlete enjoy the feeling of
handlebar next to skin, but with gloves come
problems. Hands can get sweaty and rain can make
gloves damp. More importantly for a triathlete, are
they quick to remove during a transition? Brands are
of course up to speed on what triathletes need, with
a dizzying range of gloves to suit every pocket. 

AERODYNAMIC WATER BOTTLES
All triathletes want to go faster - it’s why they
spend such huge chunks of money on bikes - but
it’s also important not to become dehydrated.
Studies show that loss of fluid equivalent to two
per cent of an athlete’s body mass is sufficient to
cause a significant decrease in performance. So
how can a triathlete drink en route without water
bottles affecting aerodynamics and speed? There

T
Selling cycle

accessories aimed
at triathletes

could open up a
new revenue

stream for
retailers, Louise

Ramsay says

GEAR
INTENSIVE
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PARA TRI SERIES 
The UK’s first ever mass participation triathlon event dedicated to people 
with disabilities has been announced. 

The inaugural paratriathlon will be held at the 2012 Olympic rowing venue
Dorney Lake on August 9. Building on the legacy of the Paralympics, it is
however fundamentally different in that it isn’t just for elite participants.
Instead, it gives the one million people with disabilities who regularly
participate in sport and those who want to be more active the chance to
compete on a dedicated playing field for the first time. 

Participants can choose from five different paratriathlon distances, which have
been designed for every fitness level and ability. Para Tri at Dorney Lake is the first
in a series of mass participation events planned for people with disabilities and is
officially partnered with charities The Children’s Trust and Help for Heroes.

IN SEASON CYCLING

are a myriad of solutions out there. 
The easiest way to rehydrate on a bike is to

use an aerodynamic bottle fixed to the handlebars
with a straw sticking out of the top. There are also
bottles available that attach to a bike’s down tube
or seat tube bracket and feature a long drinking
tube that winds its way up to the handlebars. This
is a slightly pricier option, but as a cyclist often
needs to drink more than one bottle of water
during a longer race, it can be used alongside the
handlebar mounted bottle to provide two sources
of easily accessible fluid. 

AERODYNAMIC HELMETS
Thought there was only one kind of helmet design
to cut down on drag? Think again. Research
shows that when it comes to helmets, it’s horses
for courses and what’s good for one situation isn't
necessarily good for another. 

Helmets now fall into three main categories: long
tail, which offer great aerodynamic benefits, but are
best suited to shorter time trials on flat courses in
calm conditions; mid-length, which are lighter and
thus more suitable for a wider range of situations;
and covered/round, which aim to strike a balance
between weight, cooling and aerodynamic efficiency. 

APPAREL
Clothing is a big seller. Bike shorts are an essential
piece of kit, though in the colder months tights are
more likely garb. Aside from padding, these
garments are made of special microfibres that
move smoothly over the skin to avoid chafing.
Cycle jerseys are designed to fit tight and be well
ventilated and can also be worn during the run. 

Socks make for an affordable purchase - and
come in lots of styles and shapes. Compression cycle
socks help to improve circulation in legs and feet to
enhance energy, endurance and performance, More
and more funky sock designs are also coming onto
the market, helping to brighten up retail displays. 

ACCESSORIES
A flat kit bag is the triathlete’s best friend. Carried
beneath the saddle, it contains everything the
athlete needs for when the inevitable flat tyre
occurs, including a mini-pump, replacement tube
and tyre levers. 

A number/race belt is also a great time saver.
Cyclists need their numbers on their back, but on
their front when it comes to running. A belt
designed for this purpose allows an athlete to
simply swivel it around his or her body when it
comes to the transition. A basic pair of sport
sunglasses are also essential for biking and
running to keep insects, wind, rain drops and even
splashes from that aerodynamic water bottle
going in the eyes. Guess what? They cut down on
glare from the sun, too. 
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NEW ADDITION TO THE OPTIMUM
NATIONS RUGBY BALL RANGE
THE OPTIMUM NATIONS RUGBY BALL RANGE FEATURES ENGLAND,
IRELAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES - AND RECENTLY ANOTHER
NATION HAS JOINED THE RANKS. FRANCE NOW HAS ITS OWN
NATIONS RUGBY BALL DESIGN, COURTESY OF OPTIMUM.

The aesthetic design and materials used throughout the rugby ball
range makes the ball as strong as it is functional and fashionable. With
its durable rubber surface and super grip, the nations ball is ideal for
club, school and junior rugby. Available in mini size for £3.99 and sizes
3, 4 and 5 for £8.99. 

Optimum Sport, established in 1996 and with its head office in Wigan,
entered the sports market with its rugby protection range and fast
became one of the world’s top rugby brands.

For more information on the above new product or any of the Optimum range,
call 01942 497707 or contact your local Optimum sales representatives.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

SHOCK DOCTOR
SHOCK DOCTOR HAS REINVENTED INSOLES TO

GIVE ATHLETES AND EVERYDAY USERS A
PROACTIVE SOLUTION TO PROTECTING A

COMPLEX ARRAY OF MUSCLES, BONES AND
TENDONS, KEEPING FEET AND JOINTS FREE FROM
INJURY, WHILE MAXIMISING THEIR PERFORMANCE. 

Joint pain and fatigue can significantly reduce an
athlete’s ability to perform at their best. Proper insoles

create a better shoe fit and can help reduce lower
body pain and fatigue. This allows athletes to train and
play at their peak. However, the current insole choices
athletes have are limited and compromised. Athletes

have to choose between soft, unsupportive insoles or
firm insoles with little cushioning. 

Shock Doctor’s technology
eliminates compromise by

incorporating shock
absorption, stability and

support in every
Performance Sport

Insole. In addition, the
contoured design and

adaptive arch
technology adapts to

all foot shapes and
arch heights to

eliminate confusion
over fit and provide

perfect comfort.

For more
information and to
become a stockist 

call Hy-Pro on
01582 670100.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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THE TERRACLAW HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO ENSURE IT EXCELS ON A
WIDE RANGE OF TRAILS. IT DELIVERS A LIGHTWEIGHT, AGILE AND
COMFORTABLE RIDE. THE WEARER IS WELL PROTECTED AND CAN BE
AS CONFIDENT ON A TECHNICAL, LOOSE, ROCKY ASCENT AS THEY
ARE ON A WELL-GROOMED, HARD-PACKED TRAIL.

Weighing in at 250g, the TERRACLAW
250 is joined in the range by the
TERRACLAW 220, which is 30g lighter
and perfect for racing fast.

Both shoes boast inov-8’s distinctive X-
LOCK technology, with a welded
overlay ensuring the mid-foot remains
locked in place while also allowing the
toes to splay. 

The outsole features multi-directional,
dual compound, sticky rubber lugs
optimised for the different angles at
which the foot connects with the ground. 

Harder sticky rubber has been
specifically placed in outsole areas of
high wear, where durability is of extra

importance, and soft sticky
rubber everywhere else.

The use of a dual compound,
combined with the multi-directional
lugs, guarantees outstanding grip on all
trails, whatever the underfoot conditions. 

The TERRACLAW 250 
and TERRACLAW 220
are available in 
both men’s and
women’s colours.

For more
information call
01388 744900 
or visit 
www.inov-8.com

THE GRID X IS
TRIGGER POINT’S

FIRMEST FOAM
ROLLER. CREATED TO

BREAK THROUGH
THE BODY’S

TOUGHEST, TIGHTEST
TROUBLE SPOTS

TRIGGER 
POINT GRID X
THE GRID X IS TRIGGER POINT’S
FIRMEST FOAM ROLLER. CREATED TO
BREAK THROUGH THE BODY’S
TOUGHEST, TIGHTEST TROUBLE
SPOTS FOR RELIEF FROM INTENSE
ACHES AND PAINS, IT’S TWICE AS
FIRM AS THE ORIGINAL GRID AND
HAS BEEN WEIGHT TESTED TO
SUPPORT UP TO 550LBS/250KG
STATIC LOAD. 

Sweat proof and simple to clean, it has
a red core for product differentiation.

The GRID X is ideal for athletes and
consumers with dense tissue and
anyone who prefers intense
compression.

For more information call Live On The
Edge on 0131 344 4730 or email
info@live-on-the-edge.com
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NEW FOR AUTUMN/WINTER 2015, INOV-8 IS LAUNCHING
ITS MOST VERSATILE TRAIL RUNNING SHOE EVER
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RUNDERWEAR: MAKING THE
UNCOMFORTABLE COMFORTABLE
RUNDERWEAR IS DESIGNED USING 360 DEGREE SEAMLESS
TECHNOLOGY CONSTRUCTION TO GIVE YOU THE ULTIMATE
COMFORT LEVELS.

The moisture wicking transport system removes moisture from
your skin quickly, helping you to retain optimum body
temperature. Ergonomically designed and with consistent return,
Runderwear fabric is lightweight and durable. 

Runderwear turns the uncomfortable into comfortable, achieving
freer, faster movement.

For more information call Richard Edmonds on 0845 5199118,
email hello@runderwear.co.uk or visit www.runderwear.co.uk 
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STAR PRODUCT

Trigger Point’s hand-held foam roller is specially designed to relieve the body’s most
common aches and pains. Its three dimensional surface supports healthy circulation of
blood and oxygen to tissue. For further information call Live On The Edge on 0131 344
4730 or email info@live-on-the-edge.com

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

RUNDERWEAR IS
DESIGNED USING 360
DEGREE SEAMLESS
TECHNOLOGY
CONSTRUCTION TO GIVE
YOU THE ULTIMATE
COMFORT LEVELS

DRYROBE - 
BEACH, POOL AND SPA

AS WELL AS BEING USED OUTDOORS, THE DRYROBE IS ALSO
BEING USED INDOORS AROUND THE POOL AND IN SPAS

BECAUSE OF ITS FAST DRYING PROPERTIES, WHICH ENABLE
THE USER TO COME OUT OF WATER, COVER UP AND GET

WARM, THEN GO BACK IN AND RE-USE THE DRYROBE
MULTIPLE TIMES WITHOUT IT EVER FEELING COLD. 

As well as being used at the Commonwealth Games and
seen live on BBC TV, Dryrobes are now being provided as

branded gifts by companies selling pool and spa equipment.

For more information call 0800 690 6451 
or visit www.wandering-star.co.uk

USED AT THE
COMMONWEALTH GAMES
AND SEEN LIVE ON BBC
TV, DRYROBES ARE NOW

BEING PROVIDED AS
BRANDED GIFTS
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E-coupons are transforming the way businesses communicate
with their customers. Dave Howell reports

62 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

s a retailer, you understand
the affect a well-timed
promotion or discount can
have on sales. Printed
discount coupons are

commonly used to successfully promote
specific product lines. Today, with
smartphones obtaining ubiquity, digital
e-couponing is now big business.

Sen Sampanthar, founder and CEO of
retail analytics specialist ShopKonnect,
says: “The development and growth of
technology, particularly smartphones,
has had a sizeable impact on businesses
and how they market themselves and
digital couponing has become an
important tool for companies looking to
increase sales.”

A
DRAMATIC INCREASE
Many retailers believe digital e-couponing
is a big part of their business’ future. The
Zavers, Google and Shopper Sciences
Coupon Usage Study revealed 74 per cent
of retailers believe digital e-coupon use
will increase dramatically by 2018. A
similar number of retailers are integrating
mobile apps, text messaging, websites
and email to deliver their coupons. In
addition, 61 per cent of retailers said digital
e-coupons improve checkout speeds,
while 90 per cent agree digital e-coupons
improve their ability to deliver
personalised offers.

A digital coupon can reach a potential
customer via a number of channels. Often
coupons will drive the desire to visit a
store. However, many retailers are
enhancing the in-store experience for their
customers using free Wi-Fi and beacon
technology.

“Free Wi-Fi presents businesses with
opportunities to contact customer after
the in-store experience and present them
with digital offers and location-based
loyalty perks,” Gavin Wheeldon, CEO of
Purple WiFi, a guest Wi-Fi software
provider, says. 

“By combining a personalised in-store
experience with free online access,
retailers will provide the customer with a
more complete and satisfying shopping
experience, leading to greater loyalty and
sales revenue. Social media combined with
Wi-Fi is poised to play a key role in the
transition to the store of the future.”

The connected consumer is not going
away. 41 per cent of us have ‘showroomed’
(browsing at least once in-store and then
buying online) and 88 per cent have
‘webroomed’ (browsing online before
making an in-store purchase). 

BRIDGING THE GAP
With this in mind, one of the most obvious
ways for retailers to take advantage of
showrooming is to offer free in-store Wi-
Fi. By encouraging in-store customers to

use their own
devices to join a
captive Wi-Fi
portal, retailers
can further
bridge the gap
between the
physical and
online space.
Digital e-
couponing has a
massive role to play
in this enhanced
relationship.

However, Sen
Sampanthar warns:
“Launching an e-
couponing campaign
without being able to
properly analyse the
results is something of
a shot in the dark.
Taking this approach,
it’s not always easy to
know what sort of
impact it has had, not
just on short-term sales
and how customers perceive the value of a
brand, but also of future customer
behaviour.”

Research by Google indicates that 95
per cent of smartphone users have
searched for local information, which
means localised e-couponing could make
a significant impact on your bottom line if
executed well. Shoppers are looking for
timely coupon offers that react to their
location delivered to their mobile devices.
Convenience and immediacy are the
bywords for today’s digital e-coupon users.

Hand in hand with the localisation of e-
coupons is increased personalisation.
Retailers know that making personal
connections with customers can
potentially boost sales. So highly targeted
e-couponing campaigns that reach
consumers on a personal level can be
extremely effective.

“But personalisation should go

DIGITAL
DEALS

IN
NUMBERS

l 102 million shoppers redeemed
a digital e-coupon in 2013.

l 9 of the top 10 coupon
categories are non-food items.

l 23 per cent of UK smartphone
owners aged 18-24 have used
their devices to find coupons 
or deals.

l 31 billion e-coupons will be
redeemed worldwide in 2019, up
from 16 billion in 2014.

l 28 per cent of consumers share
deals using social media and 12
per cent have looked for deals on
social media sites using their
smartphones.

Sources: eMarketer, Comscore, 
Juniper Research and RedPlum.
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much further than just having the right
name on the message - it should be
attractive and hit the right sentiment at
the right time and place,” Dr Gordon
Fletcher, co-director of the Centre for
Digital Business at Salford Business
School, says. “This is a more sophisticated
level of personalisation, but the effort is
worth it because the repayment is the
ability for much finer grained and
intelligent analysis of the results of a
campaign. 

“Having measurements of real value
will allow further campaigns to become
more sophisticated, more focused and
ultimately more engaging.”

A report from market research
company PunchTab found that coupons
or deals are important to all generations
of shoppers, with approximately 80 per
cent stating they’re key when making a
purchase decisions. Men are less deal
driven, with 40 per cent saying coupons
are important or very important,
compared to 55 per cent of women.

BUILDING AFFINITY
“Digital couponing should be part of an
overall strategy to talk to consumers to
make them feel rewarded,” Paul
Crutchley, strategic engagement officer
at the GSMA, which represents the
interests of mobile operators worldwide,
says. “Couponing can help attract
consumers as part of an effort to
increase interest, footfall and ultimately
build affinity with a merchant or brand. 

“It can also be a very effective way of
offering something extra to consumers,
whether loyal, regular, occasional or new,
though it has to be part of an
overarching engagement strategy aimed
at changing customer behaviour.”

Making close commercial connections
with your customers is vitally important -
using technology can deliver high levels
of interaction. With in-store Wi-Fi
becoming a must have and beacon
technology rapidly developing, the
infrastructure your shop needs to deliver
instant e-coupons is available. What
began as simple money-off vouchers to
clip from newspapers has evolved into a
channel of interactive marketing no
retailer can ignore.

“Digital couponing has
become an important tool
for companies looking to

increase sales”
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Brand Agility Ltd
35 West Bowling Green Street, Edinburgh, EH6 5NX 
Ph: 0131 554 5555  Email:  jacquie@brandagility.co.uk

New 2015 X-Trek 28 backpack

2015 Caribee X-Trek 28L (48 x 30 x 22cm)
 
• Performance pack designed for outdoor adventures
• Twin storage compartment design
• Bio-form padded harness system with sternum strap
• Detachable webbing hip belt
• Hydration compatible main compartment
• Front pocket organiser panel
• External QR Compression system
• Front vertical zip stash pocket
• Cycling light loop

Also available as  the X-Trek 40L

w w w . c a r i b e e . c o m

@Caribee.AU

“The ultimate daypack....…”
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To be honest, I never wanted a website in the first place, but
my assistant Norman was driving me mad with all this stuff
about digital handshakes and customer interest stimulation
strategy. So this bloke who works in the fish shop came in one
weekend and set it all up for us. That was six years ago and at
the last count five people have looked at it.

Norman says he’s not surprised and that any website that
starts off: ‘Good bargains at Premier Sports’ deserves all it gets
in terms of abject failure. He said I should take a look at a few
sites online just to get an idea of how things had moved on.
Then we could get his mate back from the fish shop to update
the site a bit.

Online for business
“Retailers are doing £20 billion a year of business over the
internet,” Norman said. “And our share, if I remember rightly, is
£14.99 for a snooker cue - and we had to refund half the money
when the tip came off.” 

“Point taken,” I said, and to be fair I did have a quick surf
round the net that evening while Doreen was out at her macrame
class and I was able to tell Norman that I’d learned a lot.

From the Hats Made of Meat website, not to mention
Squirrels in Space, How to Become Invisible, A guide to
snowflakes, The Bed-Jumpers’ Fellowship and the Britney Spears
Guide to Semi-Conductor Physics (they’re all genuine, should
you care to check), I could see that in the light of current trends
our website did perhaps need to be a bit more extrovert. I
reckoned that adding: ‘REALLY good bargains at Premier Sports’
in big bold type should do the trick.

“I was thinking more in terms of inbound methodology,”
Norman said and by lunchtime he’d arranged a visit from his
friend Ptolemy, who was doing a course in media studies until
that unfortunate business with the postman’s daughter and has
now set up as an independent marketing communications
consultant in the old lawnmower shed at the recreation ground.

Ptolemy arrived in his dad’s overcoat carrying a briefcase
from Poundland, but you had to give the lad marks for trying.
“That’s an unusual name you’ve got,” I said, hoping to break the
ice a bit. “I hate it,” Ptolemy replied. “People just don’t take me
seriously. I’m thinking of changing it by deed poll from Ptolemy

Babbage to Ptolemy Smith.”
Ptolemy explained that inbound methodology could be the

answer to our problems. “Sharing is caring and inbound is all
about creating and sharing content with the world,” he said. And
there seemed no answer to that.

“Publishing the right content in the right place at the right
time is marketing that people love,” Ptolemy added, getting into
his stride. “Outbound marketing - buying adverts and email lists,
cold calling and all that old stuff - it’s a waste of time nowadays.”

I was going to say we had an advert coming out in the local
paper on Friday, but put the kettle on instead. I could see it was
going to be a long afternoon.

When I returned Ptolemy was still banging on about call-to-
action buttons, landing pages, whitepapers and tip sheets and
Norman was sitting at my desk making notes on a clipboard. “I
think we’re finally moving into the 21st century,” he said. The only
reply I could think of was: “We’re out of tea bags.”

By now Ptolemy had eaten four of our chocolate bourbon
biscuits. “The inbound way is all about providing remarkable
content for customers to engage with and hopefully upsell their
current marketing base,” Ptolemy said. “Quite so,” Norman
replied. Meanwhile, I was wondering if I was getting an
ingrowing toenail.

Better judgement
Ptolemy said he could get us all the inbound methodology
software we needed, including the latest leads, profile converters
and workflow automation, at a discount price for cash and have
it all up and running by the end of the week. Against my better
judgment, we emptied the till and the petty cash tin - and
haven’t seen Ptolemy since.

This morning Norman went round to the recreation ground,
but found the lawnmower shed has been converted into an eco
toilet for the football team and word on the street is that
Ptolemy has finally changed his name and is helping out at his
sister-in-law’s bar in Torremolinos.

But as Norman says, the good news is that at least we now
know a bit more about contemporary online merchandising and
I’m sure that if we change our website to read ‘FANTASTIC
bargains at Premier Sports’ things will be looking up in no time.

A sideways
look at the

world of
independent

retailing

UNDER THE COUNTER

“Ptolemy
arrived in his

dad’s overcoat
carrying a

briefcase from
Poundland”
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